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I



Introduction



It is a puzzle why people often evaluate consequences of choices separately (narrow bracketing) rather than jointly (broad bracketing). The literature has brought forward two main explanations. On the one hand, narrow bracketing is considered a choice error (Rabin and Weizs¨acker, 2009), explained by cognitive limitations or cognitive inertia (Read et al., 1999). For example, expected utility theory predicts that individuals are approximately risk neutral for small risks. Yet, many people insure their luggage against theft, their laptop against damage, and buy travel insurance or full coverage rental car insurance. When buying such “small-scale” insurance, these individuals seem to ignore the other risks they face in life and their lifetime wealth. That is, they bracket the insurance decision narrowly. On the other hand, narrow bracketing is considered to be beneficial in some circumstances. People bracket decisions narrowly to achieve self-control – a phenomenon that has been termed “motivational bracketing” (e.g., Shefrin and Thaler, 1988; Fudenberg and Levine, 2006; Koch and Nafziger, 2016). For example, individuals who can choose their working hours, such as taxi drivers, often appear to have narrow, daily income targets (e.g., Camerer et al. 1997). At first glance, such a behavior seems suboptimal. A taxi driver returns home when reaching his target, say $ 200, even though he could earn more, or have more leisure, if he worked longer (shorter) when earnings per hour are high (low). The reason that taxi drivers nevertheless set daily income targets is that narrow goals may be better at mitigating self-control problems, as Camerer et al. (1997, p.427) conjecture. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, it is unknown whether different phenomena of narrow bracketing indeed are related to each other in the ways predicted by the above explanations. Our paper makes two important contributions. First, we measure different phenomena of narrow
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bracketing and examine whether the correlations between narrow bracketing phenomena and with individual characteristics, such as cognitive skills and self-control, are consistent with the interpretation that narrow bracketing either is a choice error or a response to self-control problems. Second, the correlations help shed light on the question whether there can be one parsimonious model of narrow bracketing, or whether choice bracketing and motivational bracketing are distinct phenomena. For this purpose, we conduct an online survey experiment among university entrants at Aarhus University. The survey includes questions and incentivized tasks related to narrow bracketing (comprising both choice bracketing and motivational bracketing phenomena) and several individual characteristics. We hypothesize that (i) the choice bracketing phenomena are related to each other and to our measures of cognitive skills; (ii) the motivational bracketing phenomena are related to each other and to our measures of self-control. We collect several measures related to choice bracketing. Endowment integration reveals the extent to which a subject integrates her endowment when making risky choices for real stakes. The remaining measures capture phenomena where narrow bracketing goes hand in hand with reference dependent preferences. Insurance counts how many categories of small-scale insurance a subject reports to have purchased. Lottery isolation is based on an incentivized version of a question by Tversky and Kahneman (1981) that is designed to detect whether people integrate multiple lotteries or view them in isolation. The question presents two concurrent lotteries, where one has outcomes in the gain domain and the other has outcomes in the loss domain. A narrow bracketer with reference dependent preferences tends to make a risk averse choice in the gain lottery and a risk seeking choice in the loss lottery – choices that however are dominated when considering the broadly bracketed compound lottery. Topical account is based on two questions by Kahneman and Tversky (1984) that reveal whether a subject narrowly brackets 3



costs and benefits associated with a particular consumption decision. Specifically, a narrow bracketer will evaluate the loss of an already purchased theatre ticket differently from losing an amount of money of equal value. According to Kahneman and Tversky (1979), reference dependent preferences can be described by a value function with three main features: loss aversion, s-shape, and a reference point. The reference point against which gains and losses are evaluated is often tied to a single, specific decision. Thus, narrow bracketing can be seen as a feature of the value function (e.g. DellaVigna 2009). Loss aversion and S-shaped relate to parameters of the value function that we elicit with choice lists. We predict a correlation with the other choice bracketing phenomena not only because of the tight theoretical link between reference dependent preferences and narrow bracketing, but also because there is a tight practical link. One can only observe reference dependent preferences from choice lists if the individual brackets the choices presented to her narrowly. Loss aversion, for example, would play no role for her decisions if the individual integrated the experimental risk with her experimental endowment, her wealth, and other risks in life. In addition, we collect two measures related to motivational bracketing. Mental budget asks whether subjects use mental budgets to monitor expenses in separate categories. This would indicate that they engage in narrow bracketing within each category. Narrow goal is based on a vignette question that reveals whether or not subjects would set narrow goals in a hypothetical exam preparation scenario. We hypothesize that these two phenomena are related to selfcontrol. Mental budgets can help a person avoid overconsumption of “vice goods” by setting spending limits for specific consumption categories (e.g., Heath and Soll, 1996). Narrow goals can help a person to commit to plans that would not be credible with broadly bracketed goals (e.g., Koch and Nafziger, 2016). A broad goal allows the individual to slack off and tell himself 4



that he will make up for today’s shortfall by working harder tomorrow – a narrow goal precludes such excuses. Finally, we collect measures of cognitive skills and self-control to test whether they are associated with narrow bracketing phenomena in the way that the choice bracketing or motivational bracketing hypotheses predict. Our findings support the motivational bracketing hypothesis: Setting narrow goals or having mental budgets for expenditures are both associated with higher self-control. Having mental budgets is also associated with lower cognitive skills. This indicates that mental budgets are not only used as a self-control tool. They are also used to simplify complex choice problems. We find mixed support for the hypothesis that choice bracketing phenomena are related to each other and to cognitive skills. Ignoring the endowment when making risky choices is correlated with a failure to integrate multiple concurrent lotteries. In both cases, subjects seem to ignore important pieces of information. The observed correlation with low cognitive skills suggests that such ignorance arises from narrow bracketing as a choice error. Yet, the other choice bracketing phenomena do not always correlate as predicted with each other and with cognitive skills.



Related literature. The narrow bracketing literature goes back to Tversky and Kahneman (1981), Simonson (1990), and Herrnstein and Prelec (1991). The phenomenon is also referred to as narrow framing (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993) or mental accounting (Thaler 1990; 1999). Several papers consider narrow bracketing as a tool to overcome self-control problems (Shefrin and Thaler, 1988; Heath and Soll, 1996; Fudenberg and Levine, 2006; Koch and Nafziger, 2016, 2017; Hsiaw, 2017). Shefrin and Thaler (1988) model how assigning wealth to distinct, narrow accounts allows consumers to control their short-run urge to overspend. Fudenberg and Levine
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(2006) model mental accounts as “pocket cash constraints” on a short-run self with no access to other accounts. Heath and Soll (1996) document how people control their expenditures in mental accounts for narrowly defined categories, such as entertainment, clothing, or food. Koch and Nafziger (2016) and Hsiaw (2017) theoretically investigate under which circumstances narrowly bracketed goals do better than broadly bracketed goals. Koch and Nafziger (2017) conduct an experiment in which they exogenously assign the goal bracket (daily or weekly goals) and then let subjects choose non-binding goals for how much effort they want to provide in a real effort task. Subjects in the daily goal condition set higher overall goals than those in the weekly goal condition and, as a consequence, work more. Our paper is related to other studies that examine the correlation of behavioral phenomena. Rabin and Weizs¨acker (2009) correlate the anomaly of viewing multiple lottery choices in isolation with education, race, gender, and math skills. They find only weak evidence for correlations. Abeler and Marklein (2017) find a correlation between narrow bracketing and math grades. Dean and Ortoleva (2014) correlate 11 behavioral phenomena and claim that these correlations help to develop a “parsimonious, general model of economic choice”. Two other studies use a battery of small experiments and survey questions, link them to outcomes, and examine the correlation between different behavioral measures. Burks et al. (2008) and Reuben et al. (2008) elicit measures such as cognitive ability, time, risk and social preferences, strategic thinking, competitiveness, overconfidence, and personality traits. Our paper is distinguished by its focus on narrow bracketing.
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II



Experimental Design and Measures



This study uses data on narrow bracketing as well as individual characteristics and skills collected with a survey experiment among students at the faculty of Business and Social Science, Aarhus University, Denmark (Epper et al., 2015). The entire cohort starting in Fall 2013 received an email invitation with a link to a Qualtrics survey. Next to a flat payment of 50 Danish kroners (kr.), subjects could earn money on several incentivized tasks. Subjects had to complete the entire survey to receive any payment. Completing the survey took around one hour. Average earnings were 148 kr. (approx $25 at the time). A total of 638 subjects completed the survey (response rate 22%; we discuss selection in section V). Those subjects who completed the survey could earn another 200 kr. by participating in a follow-up part that elicited time preferences. 314 subjects completed this part. Subjects were informed that payments would be made 2-6 weeks after the study by bank transfer via a payment system through which Danish public bodies and companies can send money to a person using their social security number. This payment method is standard in Denmark and required by Aarhus University to comply with the tax code. In the following, we describe only those parts of the survey that are relevant for the current study. The full survey (reproduced in the online appendix) includes an additional incentivized task to elicit preferences for competition among the subjects (maximal earnings in this task are 65 kr.) and additional survey questions not related to this study.



Narrow bracketing Reference dependent preferences (incentivized). DellaVigna (2009) lists narrow bracketing as a feature of reference dependent preferences, and Thaler (1999) emphasizes the tight
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link between the two concepts. We elicit reference dependent preferences with price lists using the procedure of Epper et al. (2017) with the parameters given in Table 1. Upon entering this part of the survey, subjects learn that they will face 9 questions in which they have to make choices between two alternatives, A and B. Under A, subjects get an amount of money for sure. Under B, the amount of money they receive is uncertain: with probability 0.5 the subject receives x1 kr., and with probability 0.5 he receives x2 kr., where x1 > x2 . Each question presents a table with 21 choices. The amount under alternative B is fixed, while the amount under alternative A ranges equally spaced from x2 to x1 . We induce a unique switching point by asking subjects to mark the row with the sure amount of money at which they prefer alternative A over B. The computer automatically ticks alternative A for all higher sure amounts and alternative B for all lower sure amounts. Subjects can alter their choice as often as they want before submitting an answer. Some lotteries display losses. For this reason, each question has a monetary endowment (w kr.) from which any loss would be deducted and to which any gain would be added. Endowments are displayed at the top of the page for each question, separately from the outcomes, that are expressed as gains or losses. After subjects answered all 9 questions in randomized order, the computer randomly selects one of them as the ‘question that is paid’. For the ‘question that is paid’ the computer randomly selects one of the 21 rows as the ‘row that counts’. For the ‘row that counts’ the computer checks whether the subject preferred alternative A or B. If he preferred A, then he gets the sure amount that is listed in that row. If he preferred B, then the computer randomly selects outcome x1 or x2 . In addition, the subject gets the endowment w associated with the question. The 9 choice tables allow us to estimate the parameters of a value function of the form
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Table 1: Lottery Configurations Type



ID



w



Loss Mixed Gain



1 2 3



80 40 0



Loss Mixed Gain



4 5 6



160 80 0



Loss Mixed Gain



7 8 9



160 80 0



x1 x2 t1 Configuration 1 0 -80 80 40 -40 80 80 0 80 Configuration 2 -40 -120 120 40 -40 120 120 40 120 Configuration 3 0 -160 160 80 -80 160 160 0 160



t2



EV



EV + w



0 0 0



-40 0 40



40 40 40



40 40 40



-80 0 80



80 80 80



0 0 0



-80 0 80



80 80 80



Notes: w: endowment. x1 , x2 : outcomes under lottery (x1 , x2 , 0.5). t1 , t2 : terminal outcomes (ti = xi + w, i = 1, 2). EV (EV + w) : expected value of the lottery (terminal outcome).



(K¨obberling and Wakker, 2005):



v(x) =



   



1−e−µx µ



if x ≥ 0 (1)



   (λ + 1)



eνx −1 ν







if x < 0



The value function is linear if µ = ν = 0, s-shaped if µ, ν > 0, inverted s-shaped if µ, ν < 0, and globally concave if µ ≥ 0 ≥ ν. A subject is loss averse if λ > 0 and gain seeking if λ < 0. The estimation procedures are outlined in Epper et al. (2017). In the following, we use the parameter λ (variable Loss aversion) and construct the dummy variable S-shaped that is equal to 1 if µ, ν > 0 and 0 otherwise.



Endowment integration (incentivized). We use the choice tables above to capture whether a subject integrates the experimental endowment when evaluating lotteries. First, the lotteries with IDs 2 and 5 in Table 1 have the same x1 and x2 , but due to different endowments w they have different terminal outcomes t1 = w + x1 and t2 = w + x2 . If a subject makes the same choice in both questions, this suggests that he is a narrow bracketer. If a subject chooses differently in the two questions, we cannot reject that he integrates the endowment. Second, all three questions within a configuration have the same terminal outcomes. Thus, a broad bracketer would make the same choices within each configuration. Different choices suggest
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that the subject is a narrow bracketer. Based on this reasoning, we construct the variable Endowment integration as follows. First, for all lottery pairs that have the same terminal outcomes, we count the number of times a subject chooses the same switching point in both choice tables. Second, we increase the counter by 1 if a subject has different switching points for the lotteries with IDs 2 and 5. Endowment integration ranges from 0 to 10 – the higher the value, the more often the choices are consistent with integrating the endowment (bracketing broadly).



Lottery isolation (incentivized). We implement an incentivized variant of the question by Tversky and Kahneman (1981). It is designed to detect whether people integrate multiple lotteries or view them in isolation. Subjects face the following two, concurrent decisions. Decision 1: (A) Win 24 kr. versus (B) A 25% chance of winning 100 kr. and a 75% chance of not winning or losing any money. Decision 2: (C) Lose 75 kr. versus (D) A 75% chance of losing 100 kr. and a 25% chance of not winning or losing any money. For budget reasons, in our survey the computer randomly selects one subject as the ‘participant who is paid’. This subject receives the outcome from both decisions and is given an extra 100 kr. to cover any possible losses. We list the endowment of 100 kr. separately, to frame the outcomes in the second decision as losses. From the choice data we create a dummy variable Lottery isolation equal to 1 if the subject chooses (A,D) and equal to 0 otherwise. Choosing (A,D) indicates that the individual views the lotteries in isolation, because (A,D) is first-order stochastically dominated by (B,C) and thus inconsistent with rational choice (Rabin and Weizs¨acker, 2009): The compound lottery implied by (A,D) has a 25% chance of gaining 24 kr. and a 75% chance of loosing 76 kr. In contrast, the compound lottery (B,C) has a 25% chance of gaining 25 kr. and a 75% chance of
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loosing 75 kr.



Small-scale insurance (survey questions). Subjects are asked which categories of smallscale insurances they have ever bought (bicycle, phone, baggage, travel, computer/laptop). The variable Insurance aggregates these answers. It ranges from 0 (never bought any of these kinds of insurances) to 5 (bought all of them).



Topical account (survey questions). This question replicates the “lost ticket versus lost money” vignette questions by Kahneman and Tversky (1984). Subjects should imagine that they decided to see a play at the theater. In the first scenario, they already paid the admission price of 200 kr., but lost the ticket on the way. In the second scenario, they lost 200 kr. on the way to the theatre. For each scenario, they state how likely it is that they would pay 200 kr. for a ticket on a 5-point Likert scale. If a subject is less likely to replace the ticket if he lost the ticket than if he lost the money, we set the dummy variable Topical account equal to 1, and equal to 0 otherwise. Such a choice suggests that the subject has a narrow, topical account for the theater play.



Mental budgets (survey question). We ask subjects whether they divide their monthly budget into several separate budgets (such as budgets for housing, clothes, leisure expenditures, study related expenditures, and the like). The answer to this question on a 5-point Likert scale defines the variable Mental budget. A higher value indicates that a subject is more likely to have a mental budget.



Narrow goals (survey question). Subjects consider a hypothetical situation, where two weeks before an exam the lecturer hands out 30 practice exams. All questions for the actual
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exam would be drawn from these practice exams. It takes 4 hours to work on a practice exam. Subjects are then asked how they would set goals for the number of practice exams they solve: daily goals, weekly goals, an overall goal for the two weeks, or no goal. We set the dummy variable Narrow goal equal to 1 if the subject chooses a daily goal and equal to 0 otherwise.



Individual characteristics and skills In addition to the gender of the subjects, we have four measures that relate to the cognitive and non-cognitive skills of an individual.



Cognitive reflection (incentivized). Subjects complete the cognitive reflection test by Frederick (2005). This task consists of three simple math exercises where there is an impulsive but wrong answer. For example, the question “A bat and a ball cost 110 kr. in total. The bat costs 100 kr. more than the ball. How much does the ball cost?” has an impulsive answer 10 kr.; while the correct answer is 5 kr. Subjects receive 2 kr. for each correct answer. The variable Cognitive reflection encodes the number of correct answers of a subject.



Strategic thinking (incentivized). Subjects participate in a beauty contest. They choose a number between 0 and 100, and they know that all the other participants do the same. The average of all entered numbers is computed and multiplied by two thirds. The subject whose entry is closest to this number wins the beauty contest and receives 200 kr. All others receive nothing. The Nash equilibrium of the beauty contest is that all players choose the number 0. The variable Strategic thinking encodes the number chosen by a subject in the beauty contest. The lower the number, the closer it is to the equilibrium strategy, indicating that the subject is more strategically sophisticated.
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Several studies find that lower numbers (or a more structural measure of strategic reasoning, like level-k reasoning) correlate with higher cognitive ability as measured by IQ tests (Burnham et al., 2009; Carpenter et al., 2013). In a repeated beauty contest, Gill and Prowse (2016) find that in the first round there is no significant difference between the numbers that low and high IQ subjects choose on average, but that high IQ subjects choose lower numbers in later rounds. Bra˜ nas-Garza et al. (2012) and Georganas et al. (2015) find that strategic sophistication (level-k reasoning) correlates with correct answers in the cognitive reflection test, but not with IQ.



Math grades (survey question). We ask subjects about their math grades in the university qualifying exam. The variable Math codes math grades as 1 = F, 2 = E, . . . , 6 = A. Abeler and Marklein (2017) use the math grade as a proxy for cognitive skills to examine what role it plays for narrow bracketing. Further, math grades correlate with the score in intelligence tests (e.g., Deary et al., 2007). Yet, math (and other) grades do not only reflect cognitive skills, but also non-cognitive skills, such as self-control (e.g., Duckworth and Seligman, 2005).



Brief self-control scale (survey questions). We administered the brief self-control scale (Tangney et al., 2004). It consists of 13 items that relate to the perceived ability of an individual to exercise self-control, such as the ability to break habits, resist temptation, and keep good self-discipline. It includes questions such as “I am good at resisting temptations” or “Pleasure and fun sometimes keep me from getting work done”, measured on a 5-point Likert scale. After reverse coding some items, the average score across all 13 items provides the variable Brief self-control scale. It ranges from 1 to 5, where higher values indicate higher self-control.



Principal component analysis. We conduct a principal component analysis of the above four skills. Parallel analysis (Horn 1965; see also Patil et al. 2008) suggests two components,
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Table 2: Principal component analysis of individual characteristics Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale



Cognitive skills component 0.42 0.73 -0.52 -0.15



Self-control component 0.52 -0.21 -0.10 0.82



Notes: Principal component analysis after orthogonal varimax rotation (parallel analysis suggests 2 components). N = 626.



that we extract and report in Table 2. One component encompasses the variables Math and Brief self-control scale. The other component encompasses the variables Strategic thinking and Cognitive reflection. As discussed above, the existing literature suggests that math grades both reflect cognitive and non-cognitive skills. In our sample, math grades appear to be more strongly related to self-control. Henceforth, we call the first component Self-control component and the second Cognitive skills component.



Present bias (incentivized). For a subpopulation of the participants we can estimate the parameter β in the β −δ model of Laibson (1997). A value less than one for the variable Present bias indicates that the individual underweighs the future relative to the present (compared with standard exponential discounting), which is a source of self-control problems. Our elicitation procedure measures preferences over the timing of disutility from effort in a real effort task. A summary of the procedure is given in the online appendix A – for full details and estimation procedures we refer to Augenblick et al. (2015) on which our procedure is based. All 638 subjects who completed the survey were eligible to participate and they received 200 kr. if they completed this part. 314 subjects completed this part and we can estimate the individual Present bias for 293 of them. As we have the variable available only for a subpopulation, we use it for robustness checks. The main analysis is based on the Self-control component.
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Table 3: Predictions on correlations Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Reference dependence Narrow goal Mental Budget Cognitive skills Self-control



Endowment integration



Lottery isolation



Insurance



Topical account



− − − ∗



+ + +



+ +



+



+



−



−



−



Reference dependence



Narrow goal



Mental budget



+ −



− +



+



Notes: ∗ Reference dependence is only identifiable if experimental endowments are not integrated.



Table 4: Theoretical constructs needed to generate a bracketing phenomenon



Choice bracketing: Choice bracketing 1: ignore overall wealth Choice bracketing 2: ignore other risks/lotteries Choice bracketing 3: ignore experimental endowment Reference dependent preferences Expectation based reference dependent preferences Motivational bracketing Self-control problem



III



Endowment integration x



x



Lottery isolation x x x x x



Insurance x x x



Topical account x x x



x x



x x



Reference dependence x x



Narrow goal



Mental budget x x



x x



x x



x x



Predictions



The literature distinguishes between two forms of narrow bracketing: choice bracketing (our variables Lottery isolation, Endowment integration, Insurance, Topical account, Loss aversion and S-shaped) and motivational bracketing (Narrow goal and Mental budget). We discuss each group in turn and point to correlations that are consistent with a particular theory. Our empirical analysis then tests for these correlations. This approach checks for consistency with particular behavioral models but it does not identify causal effects, as a certain correlation may arise for other reasons than those outlined (we discuss this in Section V). Table 3 summarizes how certain biases and skills should correlate with each other if a particular behavioral model is correct. Table 4 lists the components that from a theoretical point of view are needed to generate a particular narrow bracketing phenomenon.
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Choice bracketing. We first discuss choice bracketing phenomena. All these phenomena have in common that narrow bracketing seems to be a choice error. Rabin and Weizs¨acker (2009) theoretically show that if a person, who does not have CARA preferences, brackets narrowly, then at some point he will make a choice that is first-order stochastically dominated by another choice. That is, narrow bracketers achieve lower utility than broad bracketers. Cognitive capacity limitations or cognitive inertia can explain such choice errors (Read et al., 1999). Cognitive capacity limitations may simply prevent an individual from cognitively processing different pieces of information together. Even if an individual in principle would be able to process different pieces of information together, cognitive inertia may lead the person to simply follow the frame in which the problem is presented. The variable Endowment integration is our cleanest measure of narrow bracketing. Subjects who ignore their endowment in the lottery choice tables commit a choice error. They chose differently across lotteries with the same terminal outcomes, or they chose the same way across two lotteries with different terminal outcomes. Under standard assumptions such choices cannot maximize a strictly increasing utility function, because only one of the lotteries is randomly drawn for payment. For the other choice bracketing phenomena, explanations require not only that the decision maker is a narrow bracketer but also reference dependent preferences in the form of a value function (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Our variable Lottery isolation captures whether a subject views multiple lotteries in isolation. Choosing A in the first decision indicates risk aversion in the gain domain, and choosing D in the second decision indicates risk lovingness in the loss domain. Both features are captured by an s-shaped value function. Someone who chooses (A, D) however engages in narrow bracketing in several ways. Not only does he ignore his life time wealth and other risks, but he also does not integrate the endowment of 100 16



kr. Most importantly, he considers each pair of lotteries in isolation: (A, D) is first-order stochastically dominated by (B, C) and hence reflects a choice error. Our variable Insurance captures whether a subject purchases small-scale insurances. Expected utility theory predicts that subjects are approximately risk neutral for small risks, such as loosing a cell-phone. This is at odds with insuring small-scale losses. The demand for smallscale insurance is typically explained by assuming first-order risk aversion (Segal and Spivak, 1990). One prominent case of first-order risk aversion is the combination of reference dependent preferences with narrow bracketing. Sydnor (2010) points out that the modeling of the reference point matters. For example, the K˝oszegi and Rabin (2006; 2007) model of stochastic reference points can explain the demand for small-scale insurance, while a status quo reference point cannot. Our variable Topical account refers to a decision without uncertainty. Yet, the anomaly is closely related to the other choice bracketing phenomena because it can be explained by narrow bracketing (having a narrow topical account) in conjunction with expectation based reference dependent preferences (see online appendix B). Not only from a theoretical point of view does narrow bracketing go hand in hand with reference dependent preferences. When eliciting reference dependent preferences with choice lists, one needs to assume narrow bracketing. To identify loss aversion and diminishing sensitivity (variables Loss aversion and S-shaped), subjects need to bracket narrowly the decisions presented to them by the experimenter. If instead they integrated their experimental endowment, then all outcomes would be in the gain domain. This would make it impossible to observe loss aversion, or a difference in curvature of the value function in the gain and loss domains. To sum up, we hypothesize that Lottery isolation, Endowment integration, Insurance, Loss aversion, S-shaped and Topical account are related. Under all these phenomena, the subject 17



narrowly focuses on the decision at hand – ignoring other important pieces of information, such as the endowment, lifetime wealth, and other risks. Because ignoring other pieces of information here is a choice error, we hypothesize that these constructs are correlated with the Cognitive skills component.



Prediction 1 (Choice bracketing) The variables Lottery isolation, Endowment integration, Insurance, Topical account, Loss aversion and S-shaped are correlated with each other, as well as with Cognitive skills, with the signs given in Table 3.



Motivational bracketing. According to theories of motivational bracketing, people bracket decisions narrowly to achieve self-control (Shefrin and Thaler, 1988; Fudenberg and Levine, 2006; Koch and Nafziger, 2016; Hsiaw, 2017). To understand how a narrowly bracketed goal may facilitate self-control, consider a student who is prone to procrastinating exam preparation on account of his present bias. To motivate himself, he could set a narrow goal to study 8 hours each day. Or he could set a broad goal to study 40 hours per week. For each type of goal, the individual compares his effort with the goal. If the person falls short of his goal, he suffers a psychological loss proportional to the short-fall relative to the goal. The fear of a loss makes the individual strive harder than he would without a goal. Narrow goals however are better at motivating the student than broad goals because a broad goal tempts the student to engage in “effort substitution”. Faced with the goal of studying 40 hours per week, the student could study very little in the beginning of the week, reassuring himself that he will make up for his shortfall later in the week. This results in a skewed effort pattern over time, which is suboptimal with convex daily effort costs (Koch and Nafziger, 2017). In addition, as Koch and Nafziger (2016) show in a theoretical model, overall effort may be lower with a broad goal because effort substitution occurs even if the individual knows that he will not perfectly make 18



up for the shortfall. The narrow goal of studying 8 hours per day precludes such excuses. Similarly, mental budgets can facilitate self-control (Thaler, 1999). Consider for example a diner at a restaurant who is tempted to overspend on drinks. Having a narrow mental budget for “drinks” prevents him from spending more than the amount assigned to this account. Indeed, Abeler and Marklein (2017) find evidence for separate bracketing of drinks and food among restaurant diners. To sum up, we hypothesize that the two variables Narrow goal and Mental budget are correlated with each other, and that they are correlated with the Self-control component, which encompasses the variables Math and Brief self-control scale. The Self-control component measures realized self-control, in the sense that better actual self-control helps score better grades and increases the individual’s own perception of self-control (as reflected in the self-control scale). That is, we predict that Narrow goal and Mental budget are associated with better realized self-control. As a robustness check, we consider whether individuals who are more prone to experiencing selfcontrol problems are more likely to set narrow goals and to use mental budgets. Our variable Present bias measures the extent to which an individual has time inconsistent preferences. If Present bias< 1, the individual overweighs the present relative to the future. The more biased toward the present the individual is (i.e. the closer the variable Present bias is to zero), the more severe the self-control problems caused by the time inconsistency. That is, we predict that Narrow goal and Mental budget are negatively associated with the variable Present bias for those who have a Present bias< 1. Gilboa et al. (2010) argue that mental budgets may arise because of cognitive limitations. In a theoretical model, they point to the computational complexity of the consumer choice problem as a reason for mental budgets. In line with this, Abeler and Marklein (2017) observe that 19



having narrow mental budgets is related to lower mathematical skills. Thus, we hypothesize that lower cognitive skills make it more likely that a person uses mental budgets.



Prediction 2 (Motivational bracketing) (a) Mental budgets and Narrow goals are positively correlated with each other and with the Self-control component. (b) Mental budgets are negatively correlated with the Cognitive skills component.



Exploratory data analysis. We examine whether choice bracketing phenomena are related to motivational bracketing phenomena. This exploratory data analysis reveals whether there can be one parsimonious model of narrow bracketing, or whether choice bracketing and motivational bracketing are distinct phenomena. In addition, the correlations uncovered might shed light on interesting new, unexpected connections. To explore some of the mechanisms and to examine the driving forces behind some unexpected results, we report additional exploratory data analysis in the discussion in Section V.



IV



Results



Summary statistics We have the full set of narrow bracketing variables for 628 subjects (the reference dependent preference parameters cannot be estimated for 10 out of the 638 subjects). The individual characteristics are available for 626 subjects (not all have math as a high school final). We have all measures for 610 subjects (283 subjects with Present bias).1 1



Math grade is not available for 10 out of the 293 subjects for whom we have the variable Present bias.
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Table 5: Summary statistics N



Average



Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurancea Topical account Narrow goal Mental budget Loss aversionb S-shaped



628 628 628 628 628 628 628 628



1.10 0.32 1.68 0.33 0.49 2.79 2.01 0.50



Female Mathc Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale Present biasd



626 626 626 626 626 283



0.55 4.55 1.33 41.35 3.29 13.79



Std.dev.



Min Max =0 = 1 =2 =3 Narrow bracketing measurese 1.10 0 3 0.39 0.29 0.15 0.17 0.47 0 1 0.68 0.32 1.46 0 5 0.27 0.24 0.19 0.18 0.47 0 1 0.67 0.33 0.50 0 1 0.51 0.49 1.37 1 5 0.25 0.16 0.24 4.01 -1 10 0: 0.53 0.50 0 1 0.50 0.50 Individual characteristics and skillse 0.50 0 1 0.45 0.55 1.15 1 6 0.01 0.05 0.12 1.12 0 3 0.31 0.25 0.24 0.20 23.25 0 100 =0: 0.01, ∈ (0, 34] : 0.42, ∈ (33, 67] : 0.58 1.54 4.92 3: 0.67 95.08 0 1285 1: 0.48



=4



=5



0.00



0.00



0.07



0.05



0.22



0.13



0.27



0.34



0.41,



=6



0.22



> 67 : 0.16



Notes: a No. of small-scale insurance categories purchased. b Math grade: 1=F, 2=E, 3=D, 4=C, 5=B, 6=A. c < 0 gain seeking, > 0 loss averse. d



< 1 present-biased, = 1 no present bias, > 1 future biased. e Not all measures are available for all subjects, as e.g. not all have taken math as high



school final (Present bias is only available for a subsample of 283). All measures are available for N = 610 (279).



The summary statistics in Table 5 show that narrow bracketing is a prevalent phenomenon. For example, 32% of subjects reveal that they view multiple lotteries in isolation by choosing the dominated lottery (A, D) in the ABCD question. Tversky and Kahneman (1981) report that between 60-73% of participants do so with hypothetical stakes. Rabin and Weizs¨acker (2009) replicate the experiment with real stakes and find that 28-34% of participants violate dominance, similar to our finding. Interestingly, two thirds of the subjects give the same answer in the lost-ticket and lost-money questions (i.e., Topical account=0). This is in contrast to Kahneman and Tversky (1984), where 88% of participants would buy a new ticket when having lost the money, but only 46% would do so when having lost the ticket. One reason for the difference might be that we ask each subject both questions. We discuss the other measures in the regression context below.



Correlations Overview. The Spearman correlations in Table 6 and the principal component analysis in Table 7 provide a general overview of the data. We test our formal hypotheses using regressions
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22



S-shaped



1.00 0.01 1.00 -0.08 -0.02 1.00 0.08 0.01 -0.01 1.00 0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.03 1.00 -0.02 0.06 -0.04 0.02 0.06 ∗ 0.06 0.09 -0.01 -0.04 0.06 Correlations between narrow bracketing variables and individual characteristics -0.11∗∗ 0.03 0.13∗∗ 0.04 -0.02 0.13∗∗∗ -0.03 0.02 -0.10∗ 0.03 0.05 -0.02 0.13∗∗ -0.13∗∗ -0.09∗ 0.05 -0.03 0.01 -0.09∗∗ 0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.06 0.00 -0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0.06 -0.07 0.02 0.07 -0.04 -0.04 0.12∗∗ -0.09∗ -0.10∗ 0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.06 0.07 -0.00 0.03 0.01 -0.02



1.00 -0.14∗∗∗ 0.01 0.06 -0.02 -0.30∗∗∗ 0.02 -0.04



Table 6: Spearman correlations Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss Aversion Correlations between narrow bracketing variables



1.00 0.18∗∗∗ -0.01 -0.10∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗ 0.03 -0.16∗∗∗ 0.10∗



0.22∗∗∗ 0.06 -0.08∗ 0.01 0.19∗∗∗ -0.06 -0.06 0.20∗∗∗



Mental budget



1.00 0.16∗∗∗



Narrow goal



Notes:  p < 0.1, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level). N = 610 (a N = 279).



Female Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale Present biasa Cognitive skills Self-control component



Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss Aversion S-shaped Narrow goal Mental budget



Endowment integration



Table 7: Principal component analysis Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Narrow goal Mental budget Loss aversion S-shaped Female Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Self-control



Component 1 Motivational bracketing 0.016 -0.05 0.23 0.10 0.52 0.42 -0.03 0.03 0.47 0.08 -0.28 0.09 0.41



Component 2 Endowment integration 0.64 -0.14 0.06 0.11 0.02 -0.03 0.17 -0.69 -0.17 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.15



Component 3 Lottery isolation -0.20 0.57 -0.08 -0.27 -0.09 -0.00 0.57 -0.16 -0.06 0.04 -0.36 0.20 0.14



Component 4 Insurance -0.02 0.14 -0.38 0.00 0.21 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 -0.19 0.65 0.34 -0.25 0.38



Notes: Principal component analysis after orthogonal varimax rotation (parallel analysis suggests 4 components). N = 610.



of the form yi = α + βH xi,H + βN H xi,N H + δH zi,H + δN H zi,N H + i ,



(2)



where yi is the narrow bracketing measure serving as independent variable, xi,H are the narrow bracketing variables for which we have a hypothesis about their relation to yi , xi,N H are those for which we do not have a hypothesis (exploratory data analysis), zi,H are the individual characteristics for which have a hypothesis about their relation to yi , and zi,N H are those for which we do not have a hypothesis. We report three specifications in Tables 8-10. Specification 1 includes gender, the Cognitive skills component, and the Self-control component (see Table 2); specification 2 includes all the other narrow bracketing variables; and specification 3 includes the full set of variables. In online appendix C, we report regressions that replace the two components with the individual variables from which the components are constructed. In our reporting we focus on specification 3. It reveals whether a bivariate association between two narrow bracketing variables arises simply because they both are related to, say, gender.



Multiple hypothesis testing. The more tests one performs, the higher the probability that one rejects at least one true null hypothesis. We predict 23 correlations (see Table 3; note that we have two measures for both reference dependent preferences and self-control). If the tests
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are mutually independent, and if one takes a p-value of 0.05, then the probability that we reject at least one true null hypothesis is 1 − 0.9523 = 0.69. On a more exploratory level, we also test and report the correlations between all narrow bracketing variables (except for Endowment integration and reference dependent preferences, because the latter are only identified if experimental endowments are not integrated), and we include a gender dummy and an interaction term in two further regressions. This makes 51 possible correlations. Romano et al. (2010) survey multiple hypothesis testing. The most conservative correction for multiple comparisons (the so called Bonferroni method) is to divide the 5-percent significance level by the number of hypotheses, which in our case gives a cut-off p-value of 0.002 (for 23 hypotheses) or 0.001 (for 51 hypotheses). In the tables, we report the most conservative significance level of 0.001 next to the conventional ones. We denote coefficients that have a p-value below 0.001 as significant and coefficients that are significant at the conventional levels 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 as borderline significant. Results reported in section V are not included in the multiple hypothesis correction because they are post-hoc and conducted to better understand some mechanisms.



Choice bracketing. We find mixed evidence only for our hypothesis that Endowment integration, Lottery isolation, Insurance, Topical account, Loss aversion, and the Cognitive skills component are related. These variables load on three different components in the principal component analysis in Table 7. Under our hypothesis, they should load on a single component. We see that Endowment integration and S-shaped load on an “Endowment integration” component. This is however not included in our hypothesis as, by construction, we can only observe an estimated s-shaped value function if subjects do not integrate their endowment.
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Table 8: Regressions: Endowment integration, Insurance, and Topical account (1) (2) (3) Endowment integration (OLS)



(4)



(5) (6) Insurance (OLS) -0.02 0.01 (0.06) (0.06) -0.02 -0.02 (0.13) (0.13)



Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped Narrow goal Mental budget



-0.28** (0.09) -0.01 (0.03) 0.11 (0.09) -0.01 (0.01) -0.68*** (0.08) 0.04 (0.08) -0.02 (0.03)



Female Cognitive skills component Self-control component Constant R N



2



1.57*** (0.13) 0.16 628



-0.21* (0.09) 0.09* (0.04) -0.02 (0.04) 1.23*** (0.07) 0.02 624



-0.25** (0.09) 0.01 (0.03) 0.13 (0.09) -0.01 (0.01) -0.67*** (0.08) 0.10 (0.09) -0.00 (0.03) -0.16 (0.09) 0.09* (0.04) -0.04 (0.04) 1.54*** (0.13) 0.17 610



-0.09 (0.12) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.13) 0.12 (0.12) 0.11** (0.04)



1.35*** (0.18) 0.02 628



0.34** (0.12) -0.11 (0.06) -0.05 (0.06) 1.51*** (0.09) 0.02 626



(7) (8) (9) Topical account (Logit) 0.02 0.03 (0.02) (0.02) -0.06 -0.07 (0.04) (0.04) -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01)



-0.09 (0.12) 0.01 (0.02) 0.01 (0.13) 0.05 (0.12) 0.08 (0.04) 0.30* (0.13) -0.09 (0.06) -0.04 (0.06) 1.28*** (0.19) 0.03 610



-0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.04) -0.03 (0.04) -0.00 (0.01)



628



0.05 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02)



-0.00 (0.00) -0.00 (0.04) -0.06 (0.04) -0.00 (0.02) 0.06 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)



626



610



Notes: OLS regression coefficients or logit marginal effects for a dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).
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Table 9: Regressions: Lottery isolation and Reference dependent preferences Endowment integration



(1) (2) (3) Lottery isolation (Logit) -0.06** -0.05** (0.02) (0.02)



Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped Narrow goal Mental budget



-0.00 (0.01) -0.06 (0.04) 0.01* (0.00) -0.00 (0.04) -0.03 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01)



Female



0.02 (0.04) -0.04* (0.02) 0.03 (0.02)



Cognitive skills component Self-control component



-0.00 (0.01) -0.07 (0.04) 0.01* (0.00) 0.00 (0.04) -0.05 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.04) -0.02 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02)



(4)



(5) (6) S-shaped (Logit) -0.15*** -0.15*** (0.02) (0.02) -0.00 0.00 (0.05) (0.05) 0.00 0.00 (0.01) (0.02) 0.00 -0.00 (0.05) (0.05) -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01)



0.05 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) 0.14*** (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02)



0.06 (0.05) 0.01 (0.02) 0.11* (0.05) 0.03 (0.02) -0.03 (0.02)



Constant R N



2



628



626



610



628



610



610



(7) (8) (9) Loss aversion (OLS) -0.19 -0.14 (0.16) (0.16) 0.86* 0.84* (0.37) (0.38) 0.06 0.05 (0.11) (0.11) -0.17 -0.12 (0.33) (0.34)



-0.53 (0.34) 0.08 (0.32) -0.06 (0.12)



2.28*** (0.54) 0.02 628



-0.28 (0.33) -0.47** (0.16) 0.14 (0.15) 2.19*** (0.25) 0.02 610



-0.51 (0.35) 0.12 (0.34) -0.08 (0.12) -0.25 (0.35) -0.43** (0.16) 0.10 (0.16) 2.42*** (0.56) 0.04 610



Notes: OLS regression coefficients or logit marginal effects for a dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).



∗
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Lottery isolation, Loss aversion, and Topical account load on a separate “Lottery isolation” component, together with Cognitive reflection. All variables enter the component as expected, except Topical account which enters with the wrong sign. The third component compromises the variables Insurance, Math, and Strategic thinking, that all enter as expected. This mixed picture continues to hold when we look at the raw correlations (Table 6) and the regressions (Tables 8 and 9). The observed relationships of the narrow bracketing variables with the Cognitive skills component are broadly consistent with the literature, demonstrating that higher cognitive skills are associated with behavior that is more in line with standard economic theory (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2013). Specifically, the Cognitive skills component is borderline significantly correlated with Endowment integration, Lottery isolation, and Insurance (the last two correlations are not robustly significant in the regressions). The picture looks similar if one uses the individual characteristics instead of the components (see online appendix C). One explanation is that some of the correlations, say between Insurance and the Cognitive skills component, arise because both variables are correlated with gender and disappear when controlling for gender. Loss aversion is borderline significantly correlated with the Cognitive skills component in the regressions, but not in the raw correlations. This might be because the regressions control for additional factors and thereby take out some noise present when estimating the raw correlations. We next examine the relationships between the narrow bracketing variables. Topical account and Insurance are not significantly related to any of the hypothesized variables in prediction 1, except for a borderline significant negative relation between Topical account and Lottery isolation (p < 0.1). However, in line with prediction 1, people who view lotteries in isolation are more likely to ignore the endowment (borderline significant in the regressions, p


regressions (p


Result 1 (Choice bracketing) 1. Cognitive skills are related to Endowment integration (β = 0.09, p


Motivational bracketing. Narrow goal, Mental budget, and Self-control, together with the female dummy, all load on the same component in the principal component analysis in Table 7. As predicted, setting narrow goals and having narrow mental budgets are both associated with better realized self-control. The relation between Mental budget and the Self-control component is only borderline significant in the regressions (Table 10, p
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Table 10: Regressions: Motivational Bracketing Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped



(1) (2) (3) Narrow goal (Logit) 0.01 0.02 (0.02) (0.02) -0.03 -0.05 (0.04) (0.05) 0.01 0.01 (0.01) (0.01) -0.04 -0.06 (0.04) (0.05) 0.00 0.00 (0.01) (0.01) 0.05 0.06 (0.04) (0.05)



Narrow goal Mental budget



0.06*** (0.02)



Female



0.21*** (0.04) -0.01 (0.02) 0.09*** (0.02)



Cognitive skills component Self-control component



0.04** (0.02) 0.20*** (0.04) 0.00 (0.02) 0.09*** (0.02)



Constant R N



2



628



626



(4) (5) (6) Mental budget (OLS) -0.03 -0.00 (0.05) (0.05) 0.16 0.14 (0.12) (0.12) 0.09** 0.06 (0.04) (0.04) -0.01 0.00 (0.12) (0.12) -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01) 0.08 0.09 (0.11) (0.11) 0.42*** 0.31** (0.11) (0.12)



610



2.39*** (0.14) 0.04 628



0.45*** (0.11) -0.13** (0.05) 0.12* (0.05) 2.56*** (0.09) 0.06 626



0.29* (0.12) -0.13* (0.05) 0.09 (0.06) 2.31*** (0.14) 0.07 610



Notes: OLS regression coefficients or logit marginal effects for a dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).
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than half of the subjects appear to have no present bias or a future bias. Yet, we do not have a hypothesis for how people with no present bias or a future bias behave. When we restrict the sample to those with a present bias (Present bias


eting (β = 0.18, p


Exploratory results. To refine our test for the relationship between cognitive skills, selfcontrol, and motivational bracketing, a reviewer suggested including an interaction term between the Cognitive skills component and the Self-control component in the regressions. The coefficient on the interaction term is not significant (results are available upon request). The absence of significant correlations between choice bracketing and motivational bracketing phenomena suggests that they are distinct phenomena. However, the borderline significant correlation of Insurance with Mental budget (p


(p


Result 3 (Exploratory results.) 1. Choice bracketing and motivational bracketing appear to be distinct phenomena, with the exception that having mental budgets is associated with being more prone to buying smallscale insurance. 2. Women are more likely to engage in motivational bracketing than men. 3. Women are more likely to exhibit certain choice bracketing phenomena than men: they are less likely to integrate experimental endowments, more prone to buying small-scale insurance, and are more likely to have an s-shaped value function.



V



Discussion



What could explain some of the non-expected findings? Our results did not confirm all the predicted correlations. For example, Lottery isolation theoretically is explained by narrow bracketing in conjunction with reference dependent preferences. Yet, we do not find S-shaped to be correlated with Lottery isolation. The absence of significant correlations does not necessarily imply that the behavioral theories from which the predictions were derived are wrong. In the following paragraphs, we discuss possible reasons for unexpected non-correlations.



Weak predictive power across situations. The estimated parameters of the value function may have a weak predictive power across situations. Such weak predictive power has been 30



observed in other contexts. Blanco et al. (2011) let the same subjects play four games where inequity aversion plays a role. They use two of the games to estimate the parameters of inequity aversion and observe that the elicited parameters have little predictive power in the other two games. Similarly, Georganas et al. (2015) observe that the estimated strategic sophistication (level-k reasoning) in one game does not predict play in another, similar game.



Noise in the measures. The study ran online and thus subjects might have read the instructions with less care than in a lab experiment. Even in the lab one cannot rule out that subjects click randomly through questions and choice tables. Further, some of our measures are self-reported, and the literature suggests such measures are more noisy than incentivized measures (e.g., Camerer and Hogarth, 1999). In addition, the individual skills variables are only proxies for the labeled skills. Thus, some of the unexpected non-correlations might arise because the variables are measured with too much noise.



Elicitation of reference dependent preferences. As explained in Section III, to rationalize small-scale insurance, or different answers in the lost ticket v. lost money question (i.e. Topical account=1), one needs to augment standard prospect theory models by assuming that the reference point is expectation based. People might have reference dependent preferences, but not expectation based reference dependent preferences. Similarly, loss aversion in the choice list, in small-scale insurance, in the topical account, or for different pairs of lotteries might refer to different reference points. This might explain our finding that buying small-scale insurance and having a topical account do not correlate with the parameters of the value function. More broadly, the literature is inconclusive on what determines the reference point in choice lists. Sprenger (2015) suggests that the fixed side of a choice list serves as the reference point, while Castillo and Eil (2014) argue for the status-quo. Freeman et al. (2015) points out that 31



embedding choices in a choice list might induce subjects to make more risky choices than if they were presented pairwise. Also, if subjects violate the independence axiom, choice list experiments may fail to be incentive compatible (Karni and Safra, 1987). These issues add noise to the estimated parameters for the variables Loss aversion and S-shaped. While such noise seems unlikely to have a systematic effect on correlations with the other narrow bracketing measures, it does make it less likely to find a significant relation.



Small scale insurance and liquidity constraints. Sydnor (2010) points out alternative reasons for buying small-scale insurance: overweighing of small probabilities and social pressure by the salesman, which we cannot test for with our data. Further, our population consists of students, and these are often cash- and borrowing-constrained. Because of such constraints a student may, for example, anticipate that he could not buy a new bicycle if his old one got stolen. Small-scale insurance hence might be due to such constraints rather than narrow bracketing. In the survey, we ask students about the maximum amount of money they could pay out of their own pocket within the next 3 days (350 kr., 700 kr., 1500 kr., 2000 kr., 3500 kr., 7000 kr., or more than 7000 kr.) We observe that those whose liquidity within the next 3 days exceeds 7000 kr. (approx $ 1170) buy less often small-scale insurance than those whose liquidity is below 7000 kr., and reject that they are drawn from the same distribution (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.04). What are the implications for our correlations with Insurance? In additional regressions, we observe that if we consider the subsample with liquidity less than 7000 kr. (N = 314), Mental budget, Female, and the Cognitive skills component are no longer significant. But results are qualitatively similar to our earlier findings in Table 8 for the subsample with high liquidity
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(N = 296).2 These results suggest that liquidity constraints indeed may play a role for explaining small-scale insurance. However, for those subjects who do not face binding liquidity constraints (e.g., they could easily replace a stolen bike), choice errors and narrow bracketing seem to be driving the decision to buy small-scale insurance.



Other potential confounds Our study is purely correlational and points to correlations that are consistent with a certain theory. We cannot however identify whether, for example, self-control problems are causal for setting narrow goals. In the following we discuss possible confounds and potential alternative explanations for our findings.



Self-reported measure of self-control. While self-reported measures have some disadvantages, eliciting time preferences with incentivized tasks also has draw backs. In particular, Duckworth and Kern (2011, p.265) suggest that the complexity of real choice tasks might be why in their meta-analysis they find “no evidence for differences in convergent validity among hypothetical, repeated trials, sustained, or real choice delay of gratification tasks.” Our findings are robust to using either the survey-based Brief self-control scale or the incentivized measure Present bias (see Section IV), and both measures correlate significantly with the expected sign (Spearman r = 0.19, p = 0.002). In addition, the Brief self-control scale generally exhibits good external validity, correlating for example with grades and substance abuse (Tangney et al., 2004). 2



β = 0.11, p=0.06 for Mental budget, β = 0.35, p=0.04 for Female, and β = −0.11, p=0.16 for Cognitive skills component. Specification 2 with only the female dummy and skills components has β = −0.15, p=0.04 for the Cognitive skills component.
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Elicitation of time and risk preferences and narrow bracketing. When eliciting time and risk-preferences, one implicitly assumes that the subject narrowly brackets the experimental decisions (Dean and Sautmann 2016 carefully outline these arguments for the elicitation of time preferences). That is, any loss aversion or evidence of s-shaped value function that we observe in this experiment is evidence for narrow bracketing. As a consequence, we count the elicited parameters of the value function as another form of narrow bracketing. A similar caveat applies for the variable Present bias (the procedure by Augenblick et al. 2015 alleviates the concern a bit, but not fully). The correlation with Mental budget thus could arise because Present bias captures another form of narrow bracketing and not because the variable captures self-control. Yet, the correlation of Present bias with Brief self-control scale, in addition to the fact that Mental budget is correlated with Brief self-control scale, speaks against this view.



Delayed payments. Keren and Roelofsma (1995) observe that subjects are more likely to choose a low but certain outcome over a lottery that features a higher outcome with some probability when payments are one year in the future rather than immediate. They argue that delaying the outcome has the same effect as making it more uncertain. While we cannot exclude that our payment procedure made make our subjects more risk or loss averse, we think that this is unlikely to play a role in our study. First, the delay of 2-6 weeks is far shorter than in Keren and Roelofsma (1995). Second, subjects are unlikely to have perceived the pay as risky. The payment procedure is the standard way in which public bodies and firms send payments to residents in Denmark, such as student grants or wages from student jobs.



Selection into the study. Our response rate of 22 % is high for an email invitation. Using data from the student registers of Aarhus BSS, we observe that the proportion of women (0.55) 34



and econ students (0.09) among survey participants is significantly higher than that in the overall cohort (0.49 and 0.06, respectively) but that there is no significant difference in age. As we observe a tendency that women are more prone to narrow bracketing, we might have a slight upward bias in the occurrence of narrow bracketing. Being an econ student is not related to bracketing: A dummy variable for being an econ student is always insignificant if added to the regressions.



VI



Conclusion



In this paper, we examine whether different phenomena of narrow bracketing relate to each other and to certain individual characteristics in the way predicted by the main existing theories of bracketing. We find evidence for motivational bracketing. Consistent with the hypothesis that mental budgets or narrowly bracketed goals (such as daily study goals) are strategies to achieve self-control, the two narrow bracketing phenomena are correlated with each other and they are associated with higher self-control. We find mixed evidence for a coherent choice bracketing explanation, according to which narrow bracketing is a choice error caused by cognitive limitations. Only few of the relevant narrow bracketing phenomena correlate with each other (namely endowment integration, lottery isolation, and loss aversion), and only few of them correlate with cognitive skills (namely endowment integration and loss aversion). Finally, it appears that motivational bracketing and choice bracketing are distinct phenomena because they are not systematically correlated with each other.
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Online Appendix A



Elicitation of time preference parameters



Experimental design and procedures. We follow the design of Augenblick et al. (2015). To elicit time preference parameters, we ask those subjects who consent to this part to make 5 decisions during the online survey experiment (week 0). They then receive an online follow-up survey to complete on the same week day in each of the following two weeks (weeks 1 and 2). They spend in total about 60 minutes on this. If subjects complete the time preference part, they receive 200 kr. in addition to the other payments from the survey experiment. Figure 1 summarizes the timing. In week 0: • Subjects first have 3 minutes to count the numbers of zeros in tables filled with 0s and 1s. They earn 0.5 kr. (about $0.08) per correctly counted table. The task and the payment structure are explained to students before they start counting. • Subjects are then informed that in weeks 1 and 2, they will have to count zeros in a number of tables. In each week, subjects first have to complete 40 tables. In addition to these 40 tables, they have to complete a certain number of tables determined by their choices. • Specifically, subjects choose how many tables to complete in each week by making work schedules. Each subject states how many tables he wants to complete one week from today (week 1) and how many he wants to complete two weeks from today (week 2). Subjects make 5 work schedules in total. They chose how to allocate work using a dropdown list for each of 5 different possible exchange rates between effort in week 1 and week 1



2, which are 1:1.5, 1:1.25, 1:1, 1:0.75, and 1:0.5. For example, the exchange rate 1:1.5 says that every table a subject completes in week 1 (e1 ) reduces the number of tables he has to complete in week 2 (e2 ) by 1.5. That is, for a given exchange rate 1 : 1/p a subject faces the following intertemporal effort-“budget” constraint:



et +



1 et+k = m, p



(3)



where m = 120 is the total number of tables to complete (in week 1 “currency”). • Each subject is informed that one of his 5 work schedules may be selected as the “work schedule that counts”, and that he then has to complete the number of tables specified in this work schedule to be eligible for payments. Subjects are told that they will be provided with more detailed information in week 1. In week 1: • Subjects receive an email with a link to the task (at 20:00h on the day before the deadline). When they follow the link, subjects first have to complete the 40 mandatory tables for week 1. Thereafter, they are given the opportunity to revise their work schedules from week 0. • Specifically, they are asked to make 5 new work schedules. Further, they are informed that there is a 90 percent probability that one of the 5 “new” work schedules will be selected as the “work schedule that counts”, and that there is a 10 percent probability that one of the 5 “old” work schedules from week 0 will be selected as the “work schedule that counts”. • After making their choices, subjects are informed which work schedule is binding. They 2



then complete the tables required for week 1 by their work schedule. Subjects have until 23:59 h to complete these tables. During this time up to two reminders are sent to subjects who have not yet completed the task.



In week 2:



• Subjects receive an email with a link to the task (at 20:00h on the day before the deadline). When they follow the link, subjects first have to complete the 40 mandatory tables for week 2. • Then they have to complete the tables required for week 2 by their work schedule. Subjects have until 23:59h to complete these tables. During this time up to two reminders are sent to subjects who have not yet completed the task. • If they complete all required tables in weeks 1 and 2 in time, they receive 200 kr.



Our procedure differs in a few, minor details from Augenblick et al. (2015). First, in our study, all phases of the experiment are conducted online. In Augenblick et al. subjects are present in the lab in week 0. Second, we use the counting task by Abeler et al. (2011) rather than the transcription and Tetris games they use. Third, subjects in our study revise their work schedules after completing the fixed work load of 40 tables. In Augenblick et al. subjects revise before the fixed work load. Fourth, we reformulated the instructions to make them simpler to understand. In particular, we reduce complexity of the instructions by telling subjects in week 0 (to avoid deception) that one of their work schedules may be the one that is binding and that they will get further information on the work schedules in week 1. In week 1, we explain fully the possibility to revise work schedules and the procedure for determining which work schedule is binding. 3



Link Deadline to week 1 for week 1 tasks tasks sent out



Survey experiment sent out 7-day window for completion



x



t0 Time preference part started Week 0 - Introduction to counting task - 3min incentivized counting task - Set 5 work schedules



Link Deadline to week 2 for week 2 tasks tasks sent out



x



x t0+6 days t0+7 days 20:00h 23:59h



t0+13 days t0+14 days 20:00h 23:59h



Week 1 - Complete 40 tables - Set 5 work schedules - Computer selects with probability 0.9 (0.1) one out of the 5 ”new” (”old”) work schedules to be binding - Complete tables for week 1 from binding work schedule



Week 2 - Complete 40 tables - Complete tables for week 2 from binding work schedule



Figure 1: Timing of time preference elicitation Estimation procedure. With present-biased preferences (Laibson, 1997; O’Donoghue and Rabin, 1999), the utility of the individual in period t is given by:



ut + β [δut+1 + δ 2 ut+2 + . . . ],



where ut is the instantaneous utility in period t, δ is the standard exponential discount factor, and β ∈ (0, 1) is the present bias. For instance, if δ = 1, the period-0 incarnation of the individual (self 0) weighs future utilities u1 and u2 equally; but the period-1 incarnation of the individual (self 1) puts a larger relative weight on u1 by discounting u2 with β < 1, reflecting her present bias. As a consequence, the individual faces a self-control problem. Suppose, for example, u1 reflects the effort costs of the individual and u2 some future benefit from effort. Then, self 0 wants higher effort than his future self 1 actually provides. The reason is that for the future self the immediate costs of effort feel larger than they do for self 0, who discounts 4



the future costs by the present-bias factor β < 1. We estimate for each subject the present bias β following the procedure of Augenblick et al. (2015), and refer the reader to their paper for details. Identification problems and assumptions are discussed in their paper. Specifically, identification is problematic if subjects have no variation in allocations across the different exchange rates in some weeks. Following Augenblick et al. (2015), we exclude such subjects. This gives us 293 observations for Present bias, out of the 314 subjects who participated in this part.



B



Topical account



Assignment of outcomes to a topical account. Tversky and Kahneman (1981) explain as follows why people who have a narrow topical mental account for the theater play tend to answer the two questions differently: The marked difference between the responses to problems 8 and 9 is an effect of psychological accounting. We propose that the purchase of a new ticket in problem 9 is entered in the account that was set up by the purchase of the original ticket. In terms of this account, the expense required to see the show is $20 [two times the price of $10], a cost which many of our respondents apparently found excessive. In problem 8, on the other hand, the loss of $10 is not linked specifically to the ticket purchase and its effect on the decision is accordingly slight. Restating the argument more formally, and adjusting it to our context: When the individual buys the ticket, she opens the topical account “theater” and posts the price of 200 kr. When the ticket is lost, buying a new ticket would mean that the individual achieves the benefit b of seeing the play, but at the same time posts the expenses for buying the new ticket to the theater account. This account thus is encoded at b − 400 kr., because −400 is the total amount



5



spent on seeing the play. That is, the 200 kr. for the lost ticket are not sunk and are added to the price of the new ticket. Refusing to buy another ticket implies that the value function v(b − 400) < 0, assuming v(0) = 0. This means that b < 400. In contrast, when the money is lost, the lost 200 kr. are not posted to the topical account. The individual buys the ticket if v(b − 200) ≥ 0, or b ≥ 200. Yet, under the assumption that the price the individual paid for the (lost) ticket is posted to the topical account, the individual should compare v(b − 400) not to 0 (as mentioned above), but to v(−200). That is, she does not buy a new ticket if v(b − 400) < v(−200), or assuming a strictly increasing utility function, b < 200. This contradict the condition from the lost money question b ≥ 200. In other words, having a topical account alone cannot explain the pattern and additional assumptions need to be made.



Expectation based reference dependent preferences. Expectation based reference dependent preferences paired with a gain-loss utility function that is additively separable across dimensions, as introduced by K˝oszegi and Rabin (2006; 2007), can explain the above choice pattern without assuming a fundamental choice error. Suppose the individual expects to see the play. Then her reference point in the benefit dimension is b, and in the cost dimension it is -200. If she now looses the ticket and considers buying a new ticket, then in addition to the consumption utility from spending 200 to get the benefit b from the play, she experiences a loss in the cost dimension because she spends a total of 400 rather than the expected 200. There is no gain-loss utility in the benefit dimension because she meets the reference point of seeing the play. That is, her utility from buying a new ticket is



b − 200 + η[v(b − b) + v(−400 − (−200))],



6



where η is the weight on gain-loss utility, v is a value function. For simplicity, we assumed a linear consumption utility function. Not seeing the play gives utility



0 + η[v(−b) + v(−200 − (−200))].



That is, the individual who lost the ticket does not buy a replacement ticket if:



b − 200 + η[v(−200) − v(−b)] < 0.



(4)



Consider now the lost money scenario. If, as Tversky and Kahnemann argue, the lost money is posted to another account, the utility from seeing the play is b − 200 + η[v(b − b) + v(−200 − (−200))]. The utility from not seeing it is 0 + η[v(−b) + v(−(−200))], because not seeing the play is encoded as a loss in the benefit dimension. Thus, the individual purchases the ticket if:



b − 200 + η[−v(200) − v(−b)] > 0.



(5)



Assuming loss aversion, the two conditions (4) and (5) can jointly hold. For example, if the individual has a piece-wise linear value function v, then the first condition reduces to (b − 200)(1 + ηλ) < 0, while the second condition reduces to b − 200 + η(λ b − 200) > 0, where λ > 1 is the parameter of loss aversion. For λ sufficiently large, these two conditions can jointly hold.
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Additional Tables Table A1: Regressions: Mental budget dependent on present bias Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped Narrow goal Female Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale Present bias Constant R2 N



(1) (2) (3) Mental budget -0.06 -0.03 (0.07) (0.07) 0.10 0.16 (0.18) (0.18) 0.13* 0.09 (0.05) (0.05) -0.10 -0.10 (0.18) (0.19) -0.00 -0.01 (0.02) (0.02) -0.08 -0.04 (0.16) (0.16) 0.23 0.08 (0.16) (0.18) 0.43* 0.35 (0.18) (0.19) -0.02 -0.03 (0.07) (0.07) -0.03 0.00 (0.08) (0.08) 0.01* 0.01 (0.00) (0.00) 0.31* 0.31 (0.15) (0.16) -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) (0.00) 2.57*** 1.40* 1.36* (0.22) (0.61) (0.66) 0.04 0.07 0.08 289 283 279



(4) (5) (6) Mental budget (Present bias< 1) 0.03 0.06 (0.12) (0.12) 0.28 0.33 (0.26) (0.26) 0.11 0.12 (0.09) (0.09) -0.31 -0.16 (0.26) (0.29) -0.05 -0.05 (0.04) (0.03) 0.04 0.14 (0.25) (0.24) -0.00 -0.07 (0.24) (0.27) 0.17 0.06 (0.26) (0.27) -0.02 -0.03 (0.10) (0.10) -0.07 -0.07 (0.10) (0.11) 0.01 0.01 (0.01) (0.01) -0.01 0.08 (0.25) (0.27) -0.92* -1.07* (0.44) (0.45) 2.53*** 2.85** 2.51* (0.37) (0.97) (1.04) 0.05 0.06 0.10 132 130 128



(7) (8) (9) Mental budget (Present bias≥ 1) -0.07 -0.12 (0.06) (0.10) 0.12 0.04 (0.13) (0.26) 0.09* 0.12 (0.04) (0.06) 0.09 0.11 (0.13) (0.24) -0.00 0.02 (0.01) (0.03) 0.10 -0.09 (0.12) (0.22) 0.54*** 0.25 (0.12) (0.24) 0.78** 0.64* (0.25) (0.27) -0.01 -0.03 (0.09) (0.10) -0.00 0.06 (0.11) (0.12) 0.01 0.01 (0.00) (0.00) 0.52** 0.44* (0.17) (0.18) -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) (0.00) 2.36*** 0.48 0.60 (0.15) (0.76) (0.83) 0.06 0.15 0.18 496 153 151



Notes: Regression using the subsample where the present bias measure is available. OLS regression coefficients. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).
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Table A2: Regressions: Narrow goal dependent on present bias (1) Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped Mental budget



-0.02 (0.03) 0.04 (0.07) 0.01 (0.02) -0.09 (0.06) -0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.06) 0.03 (0.02)



Female Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale Present bias N



(2) Narrow goal



289



0.25*** (0.06) 0.06 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03) -0.00 (0.00) 0.19** (0.06) 0.00 (0.00) 283



(3)



-0.01 (0.03) 0.03 (0.07) -0.02 (0.02) -0.15* (0.07) -0.01 (0.01) 0.07 (0.07) 0.01 (0.03) 0.26*** (0.07) 0.05 (0.03) 0.03 (0.03) -0.00 (0.00) 0.20*** (0.06) 0.00 (0.00) 279



(4) (5) (6) Narrow goal (Present bias< 1) -0.08 -0.06 (0.05) (0.05) 0.00 -0.05 (0.10) (0.11) -0.01 -0.04 (0.03) (0.04) -0.04 -0.13 (0.09) (0.11) -0.00 -0.00 (0.01) (0.02) 0.01 -0.00 (0.10) (0.10) -0.00 -0.01 (0.03) (0.04) 0.21* 0.25* (0.09) (0.10) 0.02 0.02 (0.05) (0.05) -0.00 0.02 (0.05) (0.05) 0.00 -0.00 (0.00) (0.00) 0.18 0.19* (0.09) (0.10) -0.16 -0.14 (0.17) (0.18) 132 130 128



(7) (8) Narrow goal (Present 0.03 (0.02) -0.04 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02) -0.05 (0.05) 0.00 (0.01) 0.04 (0.05) 0.08*** (0.02) 0.30*** (0.09) 0.08* (0.04) 0.04 (0.05) -0.00 (0.00) 0.23** (0.08) 0.00 (0.00) 496 153



(9) bias≥ 1) 0.04 (0.04) 0.14 (0.10) -0.02 (0.03) -0.18 (0.10) -0.01 (0.01) 0.13 (0.09) 0.04 (0.04) 0.30** (0.10) 0.08* (0.04) 0.03 (0.05) -0.00 (0.00) 0.24** (0.09) 0.00 (0.00) 151



Notes: Regression using the subsample where the present bias measure is available. Logit marginal effects for the dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).



Table A3: Regressions: Endowment integration, Insurance and Topical account (individual characteristics) (1) (2) (3) Endowment integration (OLS) Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped Narrow goal Mental budget Female



-0.28*** (0.09) -0.01 (0.03) 0.11 (0.09) -0.01 (0.01) -0.68*** (0.08) 0.04 (0.08) -0.02 (0.03) -0.20**



Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale Constant R N



2



1.57*** (0.13) 0.16 628



-0.25*** (0.09) 0.00 (0.03) 0.12 (0.09) -0.01 (0.01) -0.67*** (0.08) 0.09 (0.09) -0.00 (0.03) -0.14 (0.09) -0.03 (0.04) 0.08** (0.04) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.07) 1.34*** (0.31) 0.02 624



(4) (5) (6) Insurance (OLS) -0.02 0.01 (0.06) (0.06) -0.02 -0.03 (0.13) (0.13)



-0.09 (0.12) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.13) 0.12 (0.12) 0.11*** (0.04) 0.35***



(0.09) -0.04 (0.04) 0.09** (0.04) -0.00* (0.00) -0.02 (0.07) 1.79*** (0.30) 0.17 610



1.35*** (0.18) 0.02 628



-0.08 (0.12) 0.01 (0.02) 0.00 (0.13) 0.05 (0.12) 0.08* (0.04) 0.30** (0.12) -0.12** (0.05) -0.08 (0.06) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.10) 2.16*** (0.44) 0.03 626



(0.13) -0.10* (0.05) -0.07 (0.06) -0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.11) 1.88*** (0.46) 0.04 610



(7) (8) (9) Topical account (Logit) 0.02 0.03 (0.02) (0.02) -0.06 -0.07 (0.04) (0.04) -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01)



-0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.04) -0.03 (0.04) -0.00 (0.01)



628



0.05 (0.04) -0.00 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 0.04 (0.03)



-0.00 (0.00) -0.00 (0.04) -0.06 (0.04) -0.00 (0.02) 0.07 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 0.05 (0.04)



626



610



Notes: OLS regression coefficients or logit marginal effects for a dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).



∗
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Table A4: Regressions: Lottery isolation and Reference dependent preferences (individual characteristics) Endowment integration



(1) (2) (3) Lottery isolation (Logit) -0.06** -0.05** (0.02) (0.02)



(4)



(5) (6) S-shaped (Logit) -0.15*** -0.15*** (0.02) (0.02) -0.00 0.00 (0.05) (0.05) 0.00 -0.00 (0.01) (0.02) 0.00 -0.00 (0.05) (0.05) -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01)



Lottery isolation Insurance



-0.00 (0.01) -0.06 (0.04) 0.01* (0.00) -0.00 (0.04) -0.03 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01)



Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped Narrow goal Mental budget Female



0.01 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) -0.05** (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.03)



Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale



-0.00 (0.01) -0.07 (0.04) 0.01* (0.00) 0.00 (0.04) -0.05 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01) -0.00 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02) -0.05* (0.02) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.03)



0.05 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) 0.15*** (0.04) -0.01 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) -0.00 (0.00) -0.01 (0.04)



0.05 (0.05) 0.01 (0.02) 0.11* (0.05) -0.02 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) -0.00 (0.00) -0.03 (0.04)



Constant R N



2



628



626



0.02 628



610



0.02 610



0.04 610



(7) (8) (9) Loss aversion (OLS) -0.19 -0.14 (0.16) (0.16) 0.86* 0.84* (0.37) (0.38) 0.06 0.06 (0.11) (0.11) -0.17 -0.12 (0.33) (0.34)



-0.53 (0.34) 0.08 (0.32) -0.06 (0.12)



2.27*** (0.54)



-0.29 (0.33) -0.05 (0.15) -0.37* (0.15) 0.01 (0.01) 0.23 (0.28) 1.71 (1.12)



-0.50 (0.35) 0.13 (0.34) -0.08 (0.12) -0.25 (0.35) -0.07 (0.15) -0.30* (0.15) 0.01 (0.01) 0.22 (0.29) 1.97 (1.19)



628



610



610



Notes: OLS regression coefficients or logit marginal effects for a dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).



∗



Table A5: Regressions: Motivational bracketing (individual characteristics) Endowment integration Lottery isolation Insurance Topical account Loss aversion S-shaped



(1) (2) (3) Narrow goal (Logit) 0.01 0.02 (0.02) (0.02) -0.03 -0.05 (0.04) (0.05) 0.01 0.01 (0.01) (0.01) -0.04 -0.07 (0.04) (0.05) 0.00 0.00 (0.01) (0.01) 0.05 0.05 (0.04) (0.05)



Narrow goal Mental budget



0.06*** (0.02)



Female



0.22*** (0.04) 0.03 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02) -0.00 (0.00) 0.16*** (0.04)



Math Cognitive reflection Strategic thinking Brief self-control scale



0.04** (0.02) 0.20* (0.04) 0.03 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.00 (0.00) 0.15*** (0.04)



Constant R N



2



628



626



(4) (5) (6) Mental budget (OLS) -0.03 -0.00 (0.05) (0.05) 0.16 0.16 (0.12) (0.12) 0.09** 0.07 (0.04) (0.04) -0.01 -0.01 (0.12) (0.12) -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01) 0.08 0.09 (0.11) (0.11) 0.42*** 0.30** (0.11) (0.12)



610



2.39*** (0.14) 0.04 628



0.46*** (0.11) 0.00 (0.05) -0.05 (0.05) 0.01* (0.00) 0.26** (0.10) 1.52*** (0.40) 0.06 626



0.31** (0.12) -0.01 (0.05) -0.04 (0.05) 0.01* (0.00) 0.22* (0.10) 1.43** (0.44) 0.08 610



Notes: OLS regression coefficients or logit marginal effects for a dichotomous dependent variable. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  p < 0.1, p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at 5-percent significance level).



∗
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Table A6: Selection into the study 1. Invited



N 2901



2. Consented



902



3. Completed survey experiment



638



4. Time preference follow-up



282



1 v. 3 2 v. 3 3 v. 4



Female sharea Econ students sharea 0.49 0.06 (0.50) (0.24) 0.56 0.09 (0.50) (0.29) 0.55 0.09 (0.50) (0.29) 0.58 0.11 (0.49) (0.31) Tests (p-value) 0.003 0.004 0.879 0.857 0.514 0.411



Notes: Standard deviation in parentheses. a χ2 test for independence. b t test.
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Age (years)b 21.40 (3.22) 21.39 (3.18) 21.38 (3.19 21.24 (2.60) 0.906 0.968 0.517



References Abeler, J., A. Falk, L. G¨otte, and D. Huffman (2011): Reference Points and Effort Provision, American Economic Review, 101, 470–492. Augenblick, N., M. Niederle, and C. Sprenger (2015): Working Over Time: Dynamic Inconsistency in Real Effort Tasks, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1067–1115. K˝oszegi, B. and M. Rabin (2007): Reference-Dependent Risk Attitudes, American Economic Review, 97, 1047–1073. K˝oszegi, B. and M. Rabin (2007): Reference-Dependent Risk Attitudes, American Economic Review, 97, 1047–1073. Laibson, D. (1997): Golden Eggs and Hyperbolic Discounting, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 112, 443–477. O’Donoghue, T. and M. Rabin (1999): Doing It Now or Later, American Economic Review, 89, 103–124. Tversky, A. and D. Kahneman (1981): The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice, Science, New Series, 211, 453–458.
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Overview of material needed for replication or reproduction of “Correlates of Narrow Bracketing” by Koch and Nafziger The study “Correlates of Narrow Bracketing” is based on data of a survey/experiment with 643 first year students at Aarhus University, Business and Social Science (BSS) in 2013. 1 These data are also linked to the student registers at Aarhus BSS. The survey-data is used/will be used in several research papers by the authors and other co-authors. 1. Instructions of the survey: available as online appendix. 2. Data files and detailed estimation procedures: Data files and Stata do files for the main analysis are available from the authors upon request (email [email protected], [email protected]). The data will be made available for replication purposes only, not for further own data analysis. The data files contain the estimated present bias and value function parameters. 3. Do-files and estimation procedures for estimated present bias and value function parameters: a. For estimation of the value function parameters: i. A do file is available from the authors upon request by email. ii. The estimation procedure is described in a working paper by Epper, Koch and Nafziger that will be made available from the authors’ web pages. Alternatively, the latest version is available by email from the authors. b. For estimation of the present bias: i. A do file is available from the authors upon request by email. It is based on the do file from Augenblick et al. (2015). We thank the authors for sharing it with us. ii. Details on the estimation procedure can be found in Augenblick et al. (2015). 4. Student registers: a. Access to the student registers is restricted by Statistics Denmark and Aarhus BSS. b. We use the registers to check for selection into the study by comparing observable characteristics of participants with those for the entire cohort of students which received an invitation by email. c. The student registers contain around 500 variables and not all of them are high quality. An overview of the main variables is given in Epper, Koch, and Nafziger (2015).



1



Epper, T., A. Koch, and J. Nafziger (2015): “Aarhus Survey," Technical report, Aarhus University, available from https://sites.google.com/site/julianafziger/ or https://sites.google.com/site/alexanderkkoch/



On-screen instructions for Correlates of Narrow Bracketing Alexander K. Koch and Julia Nafziger



Overview The study was conducted online using the Qualtrics survey software. It could be taken either in Danish or English. We reproduce below the English version. Potential participants were invited in separate waves spread over September to October 2013.



Overview and order of elements in the online study 1. Introduction and consent 2. Competition [not relevant for the paper] 3. Time preferences task 4. Risk preferences 5. Beauty contest, survey questions, cognitive reflection test, concluding remarks [quite a few of the items are for other projects and not relevant in the context of this paper]



Introduction and Consent Page 1 Introduction Welcome to the scientific study on Aarhus University students' traits, behaviors and study outcomes conducted by Alexander Koch(Department of Economics and Business, Aarhus University). Thanks for your help with this study! The study is funded by the Aarhus University Research Foundation (AUFF) and the Danish Council for Independent Research | Social Sciences (FSE). The study is conducted online and consists of a survey and several tasks. If you complete all parts you can earn in total up to 480 kr.



First part of study: You now start with the first part of the study, which runs this week. If you complete it you will for sure receive 50 kr. for your participation. You will perform several tasks that allow you to earn more than these 50 kr. The exact amount depends on your and others’ decisions and chance. All in all you can earn up to 280 kr. This part will take about 45-60 minutes. To be eligible for these payments you need to complete the entire first part. Second part of study: By completing the first part you qualify for the second part of the study. This part requires making five decisions today and working on tasks in week 37 (9.-15.9.2013) and week 38 (16.-22.9.2013). In total, working on the tasks takes about 60 minutes spread over 2 weeks. If you complete the second part, you receive an additional 200kr. We will ask you later whether or not you want to participate in the second part of the study. Navigation:



    



You do not need to do everything in one go. Your completed answers will be automatically saved and you can use your personalized link from the email to return as often as you like to complete the remaining parts before 23:59h on Sunday, 8.9.2013. Use the >> button to move to the next page. Note that once you pressed the >> button, in most cases you can’t access that page anymore. You can choose the language (Danish or English) in the box at the upper right corner. Sometimes you might have to scroll down to reach the end of a page. Closing help boxes: you find the “close”-button at the bottom of the help-page. If you open a help box you might need to scroll up or down to find it.



Page 2 Eligibility for this study: To participate in this study you need to have a Danish bank account and will need to enter your CPR number, which will be transmitted by a secure internet connection. The CPR number is needed to pay you for participating in this study. Payments: Aarhus University will automatically transfer the amount you earn into your NemKonto. This is simply your existing bank account, into which all payments from the public sector flow (e.g. tax refunds or SU student grants). Alexander Koch and his team will start registering the payments with the administration of Aarhus University in week 39 (23.-29.9.2013). Then the administrative process might take between 2-6 weeks. You can contact Alexander Koch by email ([email protected]) if you want information on the payment process. Please write this email address down, so that you have his contact details in case you later have any questions! Taxes: According to Danish law, Aarhus University reports payments to the tax authorities. Please note that taxes might be deducted from the amount of money you earn. That is, the amount you will receive might be lower than the one stated. Data protection: The data from this study will only be used for the purpose of scientific investigations. All the information will be analyzed and reported anonymously. CPR numbers are used to anonymously link the data with data from studies in which you may choose to participate in the future, student registers and public registers. The project is notified to the Danish Data Protection Agency (Datatilsynet) and the Ethics Commission (Videnskabsetisk Komité), and complies with their terms for protecting your privacy. By participating you agree that your data is used in the described way. Your participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from it at any time.



Contact information: You can contact Alexander Koch ([email protected]) if you have further questions. Page 3 I have read this information, accept the terms and conditions, and would like to participate in this study. Yes



No



Page 4 Please enter your CPR-Number (or your temporary CPR-number), which will be transmitted by a secure internet connection. Write it in without spaces or hyphen (e.g. 0112401234): We cannot pay you for your participation in the study without a correct and complete CPR-number! Please confirm your CPR-Number: Page 5 You start with several tasks that allow you to earn an additional amount of money beyond the 50 kr. paid for participating in this week’s part of the study. The exact amount will depend on your and others’ decisions and chance. After you performed these tasks, you move on to some survey questions. Remember that you need to complete the entire first part of the study this week to be eligible for the payments from the tasks and the 50 kr. for participation.



Instructions competition Page 1 Your task is to count zeros in a series of tables. Such a table looks like follows and once you have counted the number of zeros in a table, you should enter the number of zeros in that table into a field below the table.



(11 is the correct answer for this table) On the next page you will have 3 minutes to count zeros in up to 40 tables. You earn 50 ører for each table where you counted the number of zeros correctly. Once you finished a table, please scroll down to access the next table. Use the tab key to jump to the next data entry field, or select the field with a mouse click. The remaining time will be displayed on the right-hand side of the screen. After the 3 minutes have elapsed, all your entered answers will be saved and you will automatically be redirected to the next screen. Do not use the back/forward/reload screen, etc. buttons on your browser toolbar. Do not close the browser. Doing so may invalidate results, in which case you will not receive payments for this task. When you are ready to start, press the >> button. Page 2 You have 3 minutes to count the number of zeros in up to 40 tables. [Tables] Page 3 Your answers have been registered. Continue now with the task. Page 4 Round 2 You will again have 3 minutes to count the number of zeros in up to 40 tables. But now you can choose whether you want to be paid based just on your own performance or whether you want to compete with the performance of other participants in this study. Please select how you want to be paid for round 2:



 



No competition: 50 ører per correctly counted table. Competition: 1 kr. per correctly counted table if you correctly count more tables than one randomly chosen participant did in round 1. If you count the same number, you get paid 1 kr. per correct table with probability 50 percent. If you count fewer tables correctly than the randomly chosen participant did in round 1, you earn nothing.



Page 5 Before you start counting for round 2, we ask you to rank your performance in round 1 relative to the performance of the other participants in round 1. Drag the slider to indicate your belief about your rank. For example, positioning the slider at 30, means that you think that 30 percent of all participants have fewer correct tables than you in round 1, and that 70 percent have more. We add 5 kr. to your earnings if your answer hits your true rank plus / minus 5 percentage points. For example, suppose 30 percent of all participants had fewer correct tables in round 1 than you had in round 1. Then you get 5kr. if your slider was positioned somewhere between 25 and 35 percent. What percent of participants had fewer correct tables than you in round 1? [slider] Page 6 When you are ready to start round 2 of counting zeros, move to the next page. Do not use the back/forward/reload screen, etc. buttons on your browser toolbar. Do not close the browser. Doing so may invalidate results, in which case you will not receive payments for this task. Page 7 You have 3 minutes to count the number of zeros in up to 40 tables. [Tables] Page 8 Your answers for this task have been registered. Please continue now with the next task. If you complete the entire first part, then you will receive an email when we initiate the payments to your bank account with feedback about the number of tables you correctly counted and a summary of your earnings from this task.



Instructions time preferences In the survey experiment, before the risk task (Week 0) Notes: - If participants did not complete this part, they could do it again at the end of the survey - The current weekday (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, or Sunday) and date (referred to below as t0) is stored by the survey and used to display dates. Page 1 Preparation for the second part of the study Before continuing with the first part of the study, you now can decide whether to participate in the second part of the study. Here you can earn an additional 200 kr. If you participate, then you make five decisions now; and on [weekday] of next week ([date for t0+7 days]) as well as on [weekday] of the week after ([date for t0+14 days]), you will have to count tables – just like the ones you counted now. Counting will take approximately 60 minutes in total. If you complete all these tasks you will receive 200kr. in addition to your other earnings from the first part of study. Please note: you need to complete the entire first part this week to be eligible for the second part of the study. You can opt out (at any time) of the second part without losing your earnings from the first part. Would you like to participate?  



Yes, I want to participate in the first and second part of the study. No, I only want to participate in the first part of the study.[> continue with risk question]



Page 2 Today's five decisions for the second part: Schedule your work! Next week on [weekday] ([date for t0+7 days]) and in two weeks on [weekday] ([date for t0+14 days]) you will have to count zeros in a number of tables – just like the ones you counted before. A table is only completed if you counted the number of zeros in it correctly. If you miscount a table, you will be asked to count it again. In each week, you first have to complete 40 tables. In addition to these 40 tables, you have to complete a certain number of tables. You choose how many of these tables to complete in each week by making work schedules. In a work schedule, you state how many tables you want to complete one week from today ([weekday, date for t0+7 days]), and how many you want to complete two weeks from today ([weekday, date for t0+14 days]).



Page 3 Work schedules You choose a work schedule from a list. Look at the example for such a list below. A work schedule states how many tables you want to complete next week and how many in two weeks. For example, the row “60 tables next week - 60 tables two weeks from now” means “I want to complete 60 tables on [weekday] of next week ([date for t0+7 days]) and 60 tables on [weekday] in the week after ([date for t0+14 days]).” From the 31 possible work schedules in the list, you select the work schedule that you like best. In the example, every table you complete in next week reduces the number of tables you have to complete in two weeks by one. We refer to this as a 1:1 “exchange rate”. On the next screen we explain exchange rates further. Work schedule example - exchange rate 1:1



[drop down list – see table below; one needs to choose away from default text “Work schedule example exchange rate 1:1”] Page 4 Work schedules and exchange rates There are 5 different exchange rates. For each of these exchange rates you choose a work schedule. That is, you make 5 work schedules. For example, the exchange rate may be 1:1.5, such that every table you complete next week reduces the number of tables you have to complete in two weeks by 1.5. Or, the exchange rate may be 1:0.5, such that every table you complete next week reduces the number of tables you have to complete in two weeks by 0.5. One of the 5 work schedules may become the "work schedule that counts". If a work schedule is the "work schedule that counts", you have to complete the number of tables that you specified in this work schedule to be eligible for payments. Next week, we will inform you which work schedule is the "work schedule that counts" and give more details about the process. You receive 200kr. if you complete all the tables as specified in the "work schedule that counts" and the additional 40 tables each week. Page 5 Choose work schedules Choose your work schedules for the 5 different exchange rates below. There are no right or wrong choices! Remember:  



Each work schedule could be chosen to be the "work schedule that counts". Thus, you should make each work schedule as if it were the "work schedule that counts". The tables in the work schedule are in addition to the 40 tables you have to complete each week.



Help [see below for help text that appears when clicking here] [Decisions] Work schedule 1: exchange rate 1:1.5



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 2: exchange rate 1:1.25



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 3: exchange rate 1:1



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 4: exchange rate 1:0.75



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 5: exchange rate 1:0.5



[dropdown list]



Help text (pop-up window): Click on each of the dropdown lists to select the 5 work plans For example, the exchange rate may be 1:1.5, such that every table you complete next week reduces the number of tables you have to complete two weeks from now by 1.5. Or, the exchange rate may be 1:0.5, such that every table you complete next week reduces the number of tables you have to complete two weeks from now by 0.5. Dropdown menu items (next page)



Work schedule 1: exchange rate 1:1.5



Work schedule 2: exchange rate 1:1.25



Work schedule 3: exchange rate 1:1



Work schedule 4: exchange rate 1:0.75



Work schedule 5: exchange rate 1:0.5



Choose work schedule 1



Choose work schedule 2



Choose work schedule 3



Choose work schedule 4



Choose work schedule 5



120 tables next week - 0 tables two weeks from now



120 tables next week - 0 tables two weeks from now



120 tables next week - 0 tables two weeks from now



120 tables next week - 0 tables two weeks from now



120 tables next week - 0 tables two weeks from now



116 tables next week - 6 tables two weeks from now



116 tables next week - 5 tables two weeks from now



116 tables next week - 4 tables two weeks from now



116 tables next week - 3 tables two weeks from now



116 tables next week - 2 tables two weeks from now



112 tables next week - 12 tables two weeks from now



112 tables next week - 10 tables two weeks from now



112 tables next week - 8 tables two weeks from now



112 tables next week - 6 tables two weeks from now



112 tables next week - 4 tables two weeks from now



108 tables next week - 18 tables two weeks from now



108 tables next week - 15 tables two weeks from now



108 tables next week - 12 tables two weeks from now



108 tables next week - 9 tables two weeks from now



108 tables next week - 6 tables two weeks from now



104 tables next week - 24 tables two weeks from now



104 tables next week - 20 tables two weeks from now



104 tables next week - 16 tables two weeks from now



104 tables next week - 12 tables two weeks from now



104 tables next week - 8 tables two weeks from now



100 tables next week - 30 tables two weeks from now



100 tables next week - 25 tables two weeks from now



100 tables next week - 20 tables two weeks from now



100 tables next week - 15 tables two weeks from now



100 tables next week - 10 tables two weeks from now



96 tables next week - 36 tables two weeks from now



96 tables next week - 30 tables two weeks from now



96 tables next week - 24 tables two weeks from now



96 tables next week - 18 tables two weeks from now



96 tables next week - 12 tables two weeks from now



92 tables next week - 42 tables two weeks from now



92 tables next week - 35 tables two weeks from now



92 tables next week - 28 tables two weeks from now



92 tables next week - 21 tables two weeks from now



92 tables next week - 14 tables two weeks from now



88 tables next week - 48 tables two weeks from now



88 tables next week - 40 tables two weeks from now



88 tables next week - 32 tables two weeks from now



88 tables next week - 24 tables two weeks from now



88 tables next week - 16 tables two weeks from now



84 tables next week - 54 tables two weeks from now



84 tables next week - 45 tables two weeks from now



84 tables next week - 36 tables two weeks from now



84 tables next week - 27 tables two weeks from now



84 tables next week - 18 tables two weeks from now



80 tables next week - 60 tables two weeks from now



80 tables next week - 50 tables two weeks from now



80 tables next week - 40 tables two weeks from now



80 tables next week - 30 tables two weeks from now



80 tables next week - 20 tables two weeks from now



76 tables next week - 66 tables two weeks from now



76 tables next week - 55 tables two weeks from now



76 tables next week - 44 tables two weeks from now



76 tables next week - 33 tables two weeks from now



76 tables next week - 22 tables two weeks from now



72 tables next week - 72 tables two weeks from now



72 tables next week - 60 tables two weeks from now



72 tables next week - 48 tables two weeks from now



72 tables next week - 36 tables two weeks from now



72 tables next week - 24 tables two weeks from now



68 tables next week - 78 tables two weeks from now



68 tables next week - 65 tables two weeks from now



68 tables next week - 52 tables two weeks from now



68 tables next week - 39 tables two weeks from now



68 tables next week - 26 tables two weeks from now



64 tables next week - 84 tables two weeks from now



64 tables next week - 70 tables two weeks from now



64 tables next week - 56 tables two weeks from now



64 tables next week - 42 tables two weeks from now



64 tables next week - 28 tables two weeks from now



60 tables next week - 90 tables two weeks from now



60 tables next week - 75 tables two weeks from now



60 tables next week - 60 tables two weeks from now



60 tables next week - 45 tables two weeks from now



60 tables next week - 30 tables two weeks from now



56 tables next week - 96 tables two weeks from now



56 tables next week - 80 tables two weeks from now



56 tables next week - 64 tables two weeks from now



56 tables next week - 48 tables two weeks from now



56 tables next week - 32 tables two weeks from now



52 tables next week - 102 tables two weeks from now



52 tables next week - 85 tables two weeks from now



52 tables next week - 68 tables two weeks from now



52 tables next week - 51 tables two weeks from now



52 tables next week - 34 tables two weeks from now



48 tables next week - 108 tables two weeks from now



48 tables next week - 90 tables two weeks from now



48 tables next week - 72 tables two weeks from now



48 tables next week - 54 tables two weeks from now



48 tables next week - 36 tables two weeks from now



44 tables next week - 114 tables two weeks from now



44 tables next week - 95 tables two weeks from now



44 tables next week - 76 tables two weeks from now



44 tables next week - 57 tables two weeks from now



44 tables next week - 38 tables two weeks from now



40 tables next week - 120 tables two weeks from now



40 tables next week - 100 tables two weeks from now



40 tables next week - 80 tables two weeks from now



40 tables next week - 60 tables two weeks from now



40 tables next week - 40 tables two weeks from now



36 tables next week - 126 tables two weeks from now



36 tables next week - 105 tables two weeks from now



36 tables next week - 84 tables two weeks from now



36 tables next week - 63 tables two weeks from now



36 tables next week - 42 tables two weeks from now



32 tables next week - 132 tables two weeks from now



32 tables next week - 110 tables two weeks from now



32 tables next week - 88 tables two weeks from now



32 tables next week - 66 tables two weeks from now



32 tables next week - 44 tables two weeks from now



28 tables next week - 138 tables two weeks from now



28 tables next week - 115 tables two weeks from now



28 tables next week - 92 tables two weeks from now



28 tables next week - 69 tables two weeks from now



28 tables next week - 46 tables two weeks from now



24 tables next week - 144 tables two weeks from now



24 tables next week - 120 tables two weeks from now



24 tables next week - 96 tables two weeks from now



24 tables next week - 72 tables two weeks from now



24 tables next week - 48 tables two weeks from now



20 tables next week - 150 tables two weeks from now



20 tables next week - 125 tables two weeks from now



20 tables next week - 100 tables two weeks from now



20 tables next week - 75 tables two weeks from now



20 tables next week - 50 tables two weeks from now



16 tables next week - 156 tables two weeks from now



16 tables next week - 130 tables two weeks from now



16 tables next week - 104 tables two weeks from now



16 tables next week - 78 tables two weeks from now



16 tables next week - 52 tables two weeks from now



12 tables next week - 162 tables two weeks from now



12 tables next week - 135 tables two weeks from now



12 tables next week - 108 tables two weeks from now



12 tables next week - 81 tables two weeks from now



12 tables next week - 54 tables two weeks from now



8 tables next week - 168 tables two weeks from now



8 tables next week - 140 tables two weeks from now



8 tables next week - 112 tables two weeks from now



8 tables next week - 84 tables two weeks from now



8 tables next week - 56 tables two weeks from now



4 tables next week - 174 tables two weeks from now



4 tables next week - 145 tables two weeks from now



4 tables next week - 116 tables two weeks from now



4 tables next week - 87 tables two weeks from now



4 tables next week - 58 tables two weeks from now



0 tables next week - 180 tables two weeks from now



0 tables next week - 150 tables two weeks from now



0 tables next week - 120 tables two weeks from now



0 tables next week - 90 tables two weeks from now



0 tables next week - 60 tables two weeks from now



Page 6 Your work schedules have been registered. Remember that you need to complete the first part of the study this week to be eligible for the second part of the study. If you complete the entire first part, you will in 6 days, on [date for t0+6 days] at 20:00h, receive an email with further instructions and a link allowing you to log in and complete the second part of the study. Please continue now with the first part of the study.



One week after the survey experiment (Week 1) Page 1 Complete 40 tables Welcome to today's tasks. First, please count the number of zeros in the following 40 tables. If you miscount a table, you will be asked to count it again. Thereafter, we will give you information on the work schedules. 40 pages with tables like this one



Page 42 Make 5 new work schedules Remember that last week you made 5 work schedules for how many tables you wanted to complete this week and how many you wanted to complete one week from today. You can now revise your work schedules and make 5 “new” work schedules. A work schedule states how many tables you want to complete today and how many you want to complete one week from today (on [weekday], [date for t0+14 days]). The computer picks one work schedule to be the "work schedule that counts". Each of the “new” work schedules has an 18 percent chance of being picked as the "work schedule that counts". Each of the “old” work schedules has a 2 percent chance of being picked as the "work schedule that counts" (see figure). That is, overall, there is a 90 percent probability that one of the 5 “new” work schedules will be the "work schedule that counts", and there is a 10 percent probability that one of 5 the “old” work schedules from last week will be the "work schedule that counts". You will be informed about the "work schedule that counts" before you start counting tables. Remember: you have to complete the exact number of tables that is specified in the "work schedule that counts".



Page 43 Choose work schedules Choose your work schedules for the 5 different exchange rates below. There are no right or wrong choices! Remember:    



Each work schedule could be chosen to be the "work schedule that counts". Thus, you should make each work schedule as if it was the "work schedule that counts". To complete the task and receive the 200 kr. you have to complete today's tables from the "work schedule that counts" by 23:59h on [weekday], [date for t0+7 days], and you have to complete next week's tables on [weekday], [date for t0+14 days], by 23:59h. The tables in the work schedule are in addition to the 40 tables you have to complete next week. Next week on at 20:00h you will receive an email with a link allowing you to log in to complete next week's tables.



Help [Decisions] Work schedule 1: exchange rate 1:1.5



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 2: exchange rate 1:1.25



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 3: exchange rate 1:1



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 4: exchange rate 1:0.75



[dropdown list]



Work schedule 5: exchange rate 1:0.5



[dropdown list]



Help text and dropdown menu items (see week 0 instructions above) Page 44 The following work schedule from this/last week ('new/old work schedule') has been chosen and thus is the "work schedule that counts": [X] tables now and [Y] tables next week on [weekday], [date for t0+14 days] That is, to complete the task and receive the 200 kr. you have to complete [X] tables by 23:59h on [weekday], [date for t0+7 days] and you have to complete [Y] + 40 tables next week [weekday], [date for t0+14 days]. Next week on [date for t0+13 days] at 20:00h you will receive an email with a link allowing you to log in to complete next week's tables.



Page 45 Complete the tables from the binding work schedule Now you have to complete the [X] tables that were specified for this week in the "work schedule that counts". If you miscount a table, you will be asked to count it again. X pages with tables [Tables from Work schedule] Final page You have now completed the tables for this week. Next week on [date for t0+13 days] at 20:00h you will receive an email with a link allowing you to log in to complete next week's tables. Remember, to complete the task and receive the 200 kr. you have to complete [Y] + 40 tables next week (on [weekday], [date for t0+14 days]).



Two weeks after the survey experiment (Week 2) Page 1 Complete 40 tables Welcome to today's tasks. First, please count the number of zeros in the following 40 tables. If you miscount a table, you will be asked to count it again. Thereafter, we will give you information on the work schedules. 40 pages with tables [40 Tables] Page 42 Complete the tables from the binding work schedule Now you have to complete the [Y] tables that were specified in the "work schedule that counts". If you miscount a table, you will be asked to count it again. Remember, to complete the task and receive the 200 kr. you have to complete the tables by 23:59h on [weekday], [date for t0+14 days]. Y pages with tables [Tables from Work schedule] Final page Thank you for participating. You completed the second part of the study and you will thus receive 200 kr. in addition to your other earnings from the first part of the study. Alexander Koch and his team will start registering the payments with the administration of Aarhus University in week [week number]. Then the administrative process might take 2-6 weeks. You can contact Alexander Koch by email ([email protected]) if you want information on the payment process.



Instructions risk preferences Page 1 Task 2 In this task, there are 9 questions. In each question you make choices between two alternatives - Alternative A and Alternative B. There are no right or wrong answers. Here is an example. Alternative A: you get an amount of money for sure. Alternative B: the amount of money you get is uncertain. That is, you win 0 kr. with probability 50 percent and you win 100 kr. with probability 50 percent.



Click image to enlarge



Each question gives you a list with different sure amounts of money. Each amount corresponds to a possible Alternative A. For each amount you decide whether you like Alternative A or Alternative B better.



To make your life easier, we implement a simple procedure such that you do not have to enter an answer for each amount. Look at the table below. Consider the first row "Alternative A: win 0 kr. for sure": 



You might prefer the 50 percent chance of winning 100kr. (Alternative B) over getting nothing for sure (Alternative A).



Now consider the row at the bottom "Alternative A: win 100 kr. for sure" 



Here you might prefer to win 100kr. for sure (Alternative A) over taking the risk of getting nothing in 50 percent of all cases (Alternative B).



And somewhere in between these two rows, there is a point where the sure Alternative A becomes more attractive to you than the risky Alternative B.



Click on the box for this Alternative A. Based on this answer the computer automatically fills in the rest of the table:  



The computer ticks Alternative A for the amount you selected and for all larger amounts. The computer ticks Alternative B for all smaller amounts.



After you clicked a box, you can change your choices by clicking on a different box. Try this now! On the next screen we explain how you get paid.



Page 2 Here is how you will be paid. After you have answered all 9 questions, the computer randomly selects one of the 9 questions as the 'question that is paid'. Each question is equally likely to be selected. For the 'question that is paid' the computer randomly selects one of the rows from the list in that question as the 'row that counts'. Each row is equally likely to be selected. For the row that counts the computer checks whether you liked Alternative A or Alternative B better. If you liked Alternative A better, then you get the sure amount that is listed in that row. If you liked Alternative B better, then the computer randomly selects the outcome for this alternative. Let's consider the example from the previous screen. Suppose 20 kr. is the sure amount where Alternative A becomes more attractive to you than the Alternative B (row 5).  



If, for example, row 7 was selected as the 'row that counts': For that row your choice is Alternative A. Hence, you would get paid according to Alternative A. That is, you win 30 kr. If, for example, row 3 was selected as the 'row that counts': For that row your choice is Alternative B. Hence, you would get paid according to Alternative B. That is, you win 0 kr. with 50 percent chance and win 100 kr. with 50 percent chance.



Start with the questions on the next screen.



Pages 3-5 Question Block I: gain questions g40_120, g0_80, g0_160 (randomized order). They all have the same structure as below. Sure amounts are summarized in a table at the end for all risk questions. Question nr. /9 Consider the following alternatives.  



Alternative A: you win an amount of money for sure. Alternative B: the amount of money you receive is uncertain. That is, you win 0 kr. with probability 50 percent and you win 80 kr. with probability 50 percent.



Click image to enlarge Help



Help text (pop-up window) You only have to click on the first row where Option A becomes more attractive to you than the risky Option B. Based on this answer the computer automatically fills in the rest of the table:  



The computer ticks Alternative A for the amount you selected and for all larger amounts. The computer ticks Alternative B for all smaller amounts.



After you clicked a box, you can change your choices by clicking on a different box. Reminder of how you get paid: After you have answered all 9 questions, the computer randomly selects one of them as the 'question that is paid'. Each question is equally likely to be selected. For the 'question that is paid' the computer randomly selects one of the rows from the list in that question as the 'row that counts'. Each row is equally likely to be selected. For the row that counts the computer checks whether you liked Alternative A or Alternative B better. If you liked Alternative A better, then you get the sure amount that is listed in that row. If you liked Alternative B better, then the computer randomly selects the outcome for this alternative. Page 6 Introduction to questions with possible losses If one of the next 6 questions is selected for payment you will be given an extra amount on top of your other earnings. Each question has a different extra amount. You can see the exact extra amount when you answer the question. You will be asked to make choices, which may involve losing money. If your choice involves losing money, these losses will be taken out of the extra amount you receive for the question. Page 7 Question Block II: mixed gain-loss question m40_40 with endowment 40 or 80 (randomized; the version with the other endowment is then shown as question 9, i.e. in block IV). Question nr. 4/9 If this question is selected for payment you will be given 40 kr. extra on top of your other earnings. Consider the following alternatives.  



Alternative A: you lose or win an amount of money for sure. Alternative B: the amount of money you receive is uncertain. That is, you lose 40kr. with probability 50 percent and you gain 40kr. with probability 50 percent.



Click image to enlarge Help



… Help text (pop-up window) You only have to click on the first row where Option A becomes more attractive to you than the risky Option B. Based on this answer the computer automatically fills in the rest of the table:  



The computer ticks Alternative A for the amount you selected and for all larger amounts. The computer ticks Alternative B for all smaller amounts.



After you clicked a box, you can change your choices by clicking on a different box. Reminder of how you get paid: If this question is selected for payment you you will be given 40kr. extra on top of your other earnings. If your choice involves losing money, these losses will be taken out of these 40 kr. After you have answered all 9 questions, the computer randomly selects one of them as the 'question that is paid'. Each question is equally likely to be selected. For the 'question that is paid' the computer randomly selects one of the rows from the list in that question as the 'row that counts'. Each row is equally likely to be selected. For the row that counts the computer checks whether you liked Alternative A or Alternative B better. If you liked Alternative A better, then you get the sure amount that is listed in that row. If you liked Alternative B better, then the computer randomly selects the outcome for this alternative.



Pages 8-10 Question Block III: mixed gain-loss question m80_80 with endowment 80 and loss questions l0_160 (endowment 160), l0_80 (endowment 80), l40_120 (endowment 160), (randomized). All questions have the same structure as the questions above. Sure amounts are summarized in a table at the end for all risk questions. Pages 11 Question Block IV: mixed gain-loss question m40_40 with endowment 40 or 80 (the one not shown in block II). Overview of certain amounts in the tables shown: Row



g40_120



g0_80



g0_160



m40_40



m80_80



l0_160



l0_80



l40_120



1



40



0



0



-40



-80



-160



-80



-120



2



44



4



8



-36



-72



-152



-76



-116



3



48



8



16



-32



-64



-144



-72



-112



4



52



12



24



-28



-56



-136



-68



-108



5



56



16



32



-24



-48



-128



-64



-104



6



60



20



40



-20



-40



-120



-60



-100



7



64



24



48



-16



-32



-112



-56



-96



8



68



28



56



-12



-24



-104



-52



-92



9



72



32



64



-8



-16



-96



-48



-88



10



76



36



72



-4



-8



-88



-44



-84



11



80



40



80



0



0



-80



-40



-80



12



84



44



88



4



8



-72



-36



-76



13



88



48



96



8



16



-64



-32



-72



14



92



52



104



12



24



-56



-28



-68



15



96



56



112



16



32



-48



-24



-64



16



100



60



120



20



40



-40



-20



-60



17



104



64



128



24



48



-32



-16



-56



18



108



68



136



28



56



-24



-12



-52



19



112



72



144



32



64



-16



-8



-48



20



116



76



152



36



72



-8



-4



-44



21



120



80



160



40



80



0



0



-40



Note: certainty equivalents are calculated as the average between the first certain amount preferred over lottery (CE row) and the certain amount in the row before. Exceptions: the very first row (CE= lowest certain amount), or if always the lottery is preferred (CE=highest certain amount). See next table.



sure amount Row 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22



g40_120 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120



CE



sure amount



CE



g0_80 40 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 82 86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 120



sure amount



CE



g0_160 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80



0 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 80



0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136 144 152 160



0 4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92 100 108 116 124 132 140 148 156 160



sure amount m40_40 -40 -36 -32 -28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40



CE



-40 -38 -34 -30 -26 -22 -18 -14 -10 -6 -2 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 40



sure amount m80_80 -80 -72 -64 -56 -48 -40 -32 -24 -16 -8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80



CE



-80 -76 -68 -60 -52 -44 -36 -28 -20 -12 -4 4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 80



sure amount l0_160 -160 -152 -144 -136 -128 -120 -112 -104 -96 -88 -80 -72 -64 -56 -48 -40 -32 -24 -16 -8 0



CE



sure amount



CE



l0_80 -160 -156 -148 -140 -132 -124 -116 -108 -100 -92 -84 -76 -68 -60 -52 -44 -36 -28 -20 -12 -4 0



-80 -76 -72 -68 -64 -60 -56 -52 -48 -44 -40 -36 -32 -28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0



-80 -78 -74 -70 -66 -62 -58 -54 -50 -46 -42 -38 -34 -30 -26 -22 -18 -14 -10 -6 -2 0



sure amount l40_120 -120 -116 -112 -108 -104 -100 -96 -92 -88 -84 -80 -76 -72 -68 -64 -60 -56 -52 -48 -44 -40



CE



-120 -118 -114 -110 -106 -102 -98 -94 -90 -86 -82 -78 -74 -70 -66 -62 -58 -54 -50 -46 -42 -40



Survey questions, beauty contest and Cognitive Reflection Test Beauty Contest You have to write down a number between 0 and 100 (the number can have decimals). All the other participants of this survey do the same. The average of all these numbers will be computed, and then this average is multiplied by two thirds. Call this number X. The winner is the participant who chose the number which is closest to X. If there are several participants who chose this number, the winner will be selected at random among them. The winner will receive 200 kr. All other participants will receive 0 kr. for this task. You will be notified in week [Dates for PaymentWeek] whether you won. Please enter your number here (enter decimals after a point):



Survey questions We now would like to ask you several questions. Be honest – there are no right or wrong answers! Remember: to be eligible for payments from the previous tasks and for the 50kr. you need to complete the entire survey.



Please read the following sentences and state how well they describe you. currently enrolled in, because … much



like



Somewhat me



like



I decided to follow the study program I am



Not like me at all



Not me



I am very interested in the subject area, and I would like to know more about it:



















the study program fits my talents:



















I believe that as a graduate in this program I will have very good job opportunities and income prospects:



















I did not know what I should do otherwise:



















my family/friends recommended me to study this subject:



















Mostly like me



Very much like me























Please read the following sentences and state how well they describe you. Not like me at all



Not me



much



like



Somewhat me



like



The study program I am enrolled in is my most desired study program:



















I was very certain about choosing my study program:



















I am very satisfied now with my chosen study program:



















I am very motivated for my studies:



















I am very certain that I will finish my studies at Aarhus University with a bachelor's or master's degree:



















I believe that my future income depends on my final average grade in my studies:



















Mostly like me



Very much like me



























How do you finance your studies? (you can name more than one option)     



My parents support me financially I get SU (Danish student grant and loan scheme) I have a job at the university I have a job outside of the university Other funding



What is the highest amount of money you could pay out of your own pocket within the next 3 days?        



less than 350 kr. 350 kr. 700 kr. 1500 kr. 2000 kr. 3500 kr. 7000 kr. more than 7000 kr.



Please state how well this sentence describes you: I divide my monthly budget into several separate budgets (such as budgets for housing, clothes, leisure expenditures, study related expenditures and the like).     



Not like me at all Not much like me Somewhat like me Mostly like me Very much like me



How many semesters do you think you will actually need to obtain the following degree: ______ a bachelor's degree in your current studies: ______ a master's degree in your current studies (exclusive semesters for bachelor's degree):



Suppose you will obtain a bachelor’s degree in your subject. What do you think will be your monthly gross income in your first year of employment (in kr.)?            



Select from the list less than 15 000 kr. 15 000 - 20 000 kr. 20 000 - 25 000 kr. 25 000 - 30 000 kr. 30 000 - 35 000 kr. 35 000 - 40 000 kr. 40 000 - 45 000 kr. 45 000 - 50 000 kr. 50 000 - 55 000 kr. 55 000 - 60 000 kr. more than 60 000 kr.



Suppose you will obtain a master’s degree in your subject. What do you think will be your monthly gross income in your first year of employment (in kr.)?            



Select from the list less than 15 000 kr. 15 000 - 20 000 kr. 20 000 - 25 000 kr. 25 000 - 30 000 kr. 30 000 - 35 000 kr. 35 000 - 40 000 kr. 40 000 - 45 000 kr. 45 000 - 50 000 kr. 50 000 - 55 000 kr. 55 000 - 60 000 kr. more than 60 000 kr.



Which university qualifying exam do you have?      



Studentereksamen (stx) Højere forberedelseseksamen (hf) Højere handelseksamen (hhx) Højere teknisk eksamen (htx) International high school degree Another university qualifying exam



Which grade did you obtain in your university qualifying exam in the following subjects (if you have several qualifying exams, write down the best grade at the highest level)? Subject level classification)



Grade (Danish 7-point-scale)



-3



00



02



4



7



10



12



Did not have subject



A



B



C



Danish















































Mathematics















































English















































Physics















































(Danish



I do not know    



Which grade did you obtain in your university qualifying exam in the following subjects (if you have several qualifying exams, write down the best grade at the highest level)? Grade



Subject level (Danish classification)



A



B



C



D



E



F



Did not have subject



A



B



C



Danish











































Mathematics











































English











































Physics











































When did you obtain your university qualifying exam?          



2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 before 2005



What did you do between your university qualifying exam and now? (You can give more than one answer)         



Travel Work Voluntary social work Højskole Second university qualifying exam Vocational training Completed university degree Started studying, but dropped out Other



I do not know    



What is the highest completed education of your parents? Highest completed education of your mother        



9-10 years of secondary school Higher secondary school (University entrance exam) Vocational education Short higher education, less than 3 years Long higher education, more than 3 years No completed education Other I do not know



Highest completed education of your father        



9-10 years of secondary school Higher secondary school (University entrance exam) Vocational education Short higher education, less than 3 years Long higher education, more than 3 years No completed education Other I do not know



Which language do you speak at home with your parents?   



Danish Another language Danish and another language



Please read the following sentences and state how well they describe you. Not like me at all



Not me



































I have been obsessed with a certain idea or project for a short time but later lost interest:



















I am a worker:



















I often set a goal but later choose to pursue a different one:



















I have difficulty maintaining my focus on projects that take more than a few months to complete:



















I finish whatever I begin:



















I am diligent:



















New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones: Setbacks don’t discourage me:



much



like



Somewhat me



like



Mostly like me



hard



Very much like me



























 



Brief Self-Control Scale Please read the following sentences and state how well they describe you. Not like me at all



Not me



much



like



Somewhat me



like



I am good at resisting temptation:



















I do certain things that are bad for me, if they are fun:



















I have a hard time breaking bad habits:



















I wish I had more selfdiscipline:



















I am lazy:



















I say inappropriate things:



















Pleasure and fun sometimes keep me from getting work done:



















I have trouble concentrating:



















I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals:



















Mostly like me



Very much like me























































I often act without thinking through all the alternatives:



















People would say that I have iron selfdiscipline:



















I refuse things that are bad for me:



















I know that I often cannot resist temptations and thus try to avoid these temptations:



















Sometimes I can’t stop myself from doing something, even if I know it is wrong:



Small-scale insurance Have you ever have bought one of the following types of insurance: Yes mobile phone insurance:



theft/damage 



bicycle insurance:







insurance of computer/laptop:







baggage insurance:







travel cancelation insurance:







No     























Lost ticket - lost money questions (topical mental accounts) [order randomized] Imagine that you decided to see a play and that you paid the admission price of 200 kr. for the ticket. As you enter the theatre you notice that you have lost the ticket. Would you pay 200 kr. for another ticket?     



Very likely Likely Neither likely nor unlikely Unlikely Very unlikely



Imagine that you decided to see a play where the admission price is 200 kr. for a ticket. As you enter the theatre you notice that you have lost 200 kr. Would you still pay 200 kr. for a ticket for the play?     



Very likely Likely Neither likely nor unlikely Unlikely Very unlikely



Exam vignette (narrow goals) Imagine that two weeks before an exam the professor hands out 30 practice exams. Furthermore, the professor tells you that all questions for the actual exam will be drawn from these practice exams. It takes you 4 hours to work through a practice exam. How would you plan your workload? Pick the one answer that describes you best:    



I set a daily study goal that specifies for each day between now and the exam date how many practice exams I want to work on. I set a weekly study goal that specifies for each of the two weeks between now and the exam date how many practice exams I want to work on. I set an overall goal that specifies how many practice exams I want to work on between now and the exam date. I set no goal and just see how many practice exams I manage to work on between now and the exam date.



Please read the following sentences and state how well they describe you. much



like



Somewhat me



like



Related to my studies, I set...



Not like me at all



Not me



Goals for course grades:



















Goals for the number of study hours per day/week:



















Goals regularly attending lectures seminars:



















Goals for doing course work (e.g. problem sets):



















Goals for preparing work in study groups:



















Deadlines for when to complete different steps in project work:



















Mostly like me



Very much like me 







for



and



















Please read the following sentences and state how well they describe you. Not like me at all



Not me



much



like



Somewhat me



like



I divide a goal into subgoals, to keep track of how I am doing:



















When setting a goal, I carefully think about what I want to achieve and when to achieve it:



















I sometimes do not set goals because I am afraid that I will not be able to achieve them:



















I feel angry with myself when I give up a goal:



















When I reach a goal I sometimes reward myself by buying something nice:



















I tell friends or family about my goals, to increase my motivation to achieve these goals:



















I set goals, but then often give them up:



















I set goals spontaneously:



















The goals I set for myself are very ambitious:



















Mostly like me



Very much like me







































Please read the following sentences and state to what extent you agree with the statement. Strongly disagree



Disagree



Neither/nor



Agree



Mandatory course assignments are better than course assignments with a voluntary hand-in option:



















Project work should come with evenly spaced, strict deadlines rather than only being due at the end of term:



















If someone paid me money for good exam grades, I would study more:



















A study group motivates me to get more work done:



















To increase my motivation, I sometimes bet with friends or family for money, that I will reach a certain goal:



















What is your height in cm? (If you do not know your exact height, please make an estimate)



What is your weight in kg? (If you do not know your exact weight, please make an estimate)



Strongly agree























How strong are you? Please rate your physical strength compared to the average of people of your age and gender:     



Much below the average Somewhat below the average Average Somewhat above the average Much above the average



How attractive are you? Please rate your physical attractiveness compared to the average of people of your age and gender:     



Much below the average Somewhat below the average Average Somewhat above the average Much above the average



ABCD question testing for viewing lotteries in isolation For this question the computer will randomly select one participant as the ‘participant who is paid’. If you are the ‘participant who is paid’: - you will be given an extra 100 kr. on top of your other earnings. If your choice involves making losses, these losses will be taken out of these 100 kr. -you will be paid for your Decision 1 and for your Decision 2 below. You face the following pair of concurrent decisions. First examine both decisions, then indicate your choices, by ticking one of the two boxes in each decision.



Decision 1: Choose between (before answering, read Decision 2):  



winning 24 kr. a 25% chance of winning 100 kr. and a 75% chance of not winning or losing any money.



Decision 2: Choose between:  



losing 75 kr. a 75% chance of losing 100 kr., and a 25% chance of not winning or losing any money.



Cognitive reflection test For the final 3 questions you earn 2kr. for each question that you answer correctly. A bat and a ball cost 110kr. in total. The bat costs 100 kr. more than the ball. How much does the ball cost (in kr.)? If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100 machines to make 100 widgets (in minutes)? In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half of the lake (in days)?



Concluding remarks Thank you for participating in this study. You now completed the first part of the study. In week [dates], you will receive an email which summarizes all your earnings and which gives you feedback on the tasks. Alexander Koch and his team will then also start registering the payments with the administration of Aarhus University. The administrative process might take up 2-6 weeks. You can contact Alexander Koch by email ([email protected]) if you want information on the payment process. [If time preference part skipped before: So far, you skipped the second part of the study, where you can earn an additional 200kr. Would you nevertheless like to participate in the second part of the study?  



Yes No]



[If participated in time preference part: Next week [weekday, date], 20:00h you will receive an email with further instructions for the second part of the study, where you can earn an additional 200kr.] Thank you for participating in this study. Do you want to receive invitations to other studies in the Aarhus Cognition and Behavior Lab in which you can earn money?  



Yes No
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